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PREFACE

DISISS (Design of Information Systems in the Social Sciences) is

a research project based at the University of Bath. The objective of the

project is to carry out research necessary for the effective design of-

information systems in the social sciences,,whether by the creation of

new systems or the modification of existing systems. The project, which

is financed by OSTI, commenced in January 1971 and will run until the

end of 1973.

Work on other parts of the project is being reported in a number

of.working papers which are listed in Appendix 17. These working

papers, together with an outline of work carried out in 1971, can be

obtained from'the Library, University of Bath.

The present,workingpaper reports the_ work to date on the collection

and analyses of citations taken frem_social science journals. The data

will be ueAd in part to-describe the major parameters of the social

science literature, and in part-for the work on clustering.

DISISS has a very close working relationship with members of staff

of the Polytechnic of North London (PNL),School of Librarianship,

especially Mrs. P.L. Ward, Miss M. Ritchie and Mr. D. Nicholas. PNL

participated in the planning stages of this part of,DISISS and organised

the collection of data which involved PNL students. Miss Ritchie and

Mr. Nicholas edited the data in preparation for the machine file, and

undertook many of the analyses reported in the Tables and Appendices.

This working paper was written by Mr. J.M. Brittain with assistance

from Mr. S.A. Roberts and Miss B. Skelton. Mr. M.B. Line and

Mr. R.G. Bradshaw read the draft versions and made many suggestions for

improvements.



1.0 GENERAL PROBLEMS

1.1 Introductioni

Any study of citation practices immediately encounters the

problem of the selection of source journals from which to.take, and

subsequently count, citations. This aspect of citation counting has

largely been ignored, but undoubtedly the selection of source journals

may greatly influence the results of the-study. If no real effect is

apparent, then the study can proceed without difficulty; but the absence

of an interaction between source journals and citation counts must

first be demOnstrated. If it is apparent that source journals are

significantly influencing the citation counts and, citation networks

the nature of the effect must be explored.

The purpose of this report is four-fold. First, the general

problem of selebting source journals will be considered. Second, the

procedure adopted for the DISISS pilot citation study carried out in

1971 will be reviewed, together with a report of the study and an

analysis of the findings. Itird, the planning for the main DISISS

citation study will be considered in the light of the pilot study, and

fourth, progress on the main study will be reported.

The general theory,ofoitation studies, the rationale for

studying the-citation practices-of social scientists, the value of

measures of citation, and the use-of_citation'data Will not be discussed

in this report. It is expected that the essence 'of this working paper

will be incorporated, together with the findings from the main citation

study, in a final DISISS report in 1973, where these aspects of citation

studies will be discussed in the context of information requirements,

and the design and provision of information services for the social sciences.

1.2 'Definition of the field of study

Citation studies hiVe usually been carried out for-major subject

areas; for example, physics, sociology, Chemistry. One-of the chief

objectivei of aitatiohstudies-has=been the compilation-Of a list of the

-moat frequently'cited journaiti in a Subject. A flirting of the most frequently



cited authors, monograph titles, and journal articles has also been

attempted, although much less frequently.

Most citation studies can be criticized for paying little or

no attention to the selection of source journals from which citations

are taken. Many studies have taken six 01-seven journals judged by

the investigator to be the most important, or the most frequently

, used, journals in the field they are studying. If source journals are

the core journals of-a discipline they will almost certainly feature

prominently in the list of cited titles, and a list of cited titles

will be fairly representative of thedisciline in question. If the

source journals are obscure they may not occur at all in the list of

cited titles, which may not be representative of the discipline from

which the source journals are taken. Very little has been done to

establish the nature of-citations in obscure journals but they probably

do not-contain a representative cross section of journals-(oi'monographs)

in any of-the major disciplines. It-.is of course difficult, before a

Citation study is undertrken, to identify core or important journals in

a discipline; furtherroie, it may be difficult to,identify disciplines,

especially new fields and interdisciplinary areas, before a citation

study is undertaken. One of the-objects of a citation study is to aid
-

the- understanding of the nature of discipline boundaries and the

important and core literature. In the social sciences in particular

there is little agreeient about some discipline boundaries, the classi-

-fication of,literature and new areas of interest. It is therefore

difficult to agree about the core literature of many areas in the social

sciences.

One objective of DISISS is to study _the feasibility of developing

co-ordinated information services for the social sciences. Where clear

-discipline boundarietialready exist and where information services

already exist to meet the information requirements of disciplines, these

may be considered as given factors in the design, but at some stage it

will prove necessary to questicn existing discipline boundaries in the

social sciences and existing method:, of classification, because Os use

of literature byAtocial scientists mar approximate only very roughly

to existing classificatory systemsand_xubject boundaries. It was

therefore necessary to-look at the structure of social science citations



uninfluenced by arbitrary definitions of subject boundaries or existing

classification schemes.

Given sufficient resources the best method would perhaps have

been to draw a random sample s.,!: journals from the total universe of

social science literature. The structure of the citation pattern in

these source journals could have been identified - partly by clustering

techniques - and the pattern of citation so identified compared with

conventional subject boundaries and classificatory schemes. In practice,

it has not been possible to use this ideal method. In the main citation

study some of the source journals were drawn at random from CLOSSS but

others were taken from the pilot study list'of most frequently cited journals,

and from lists of journals compiled in accordance with the judgements of

social science librarians about important journals. It was necessary to

ensure, for the majority of source journals,, that they received a Fairly

large number of citations from other journals cited. This is necessary

if hierarchical orderi74 and clustering of journals is to be attempted.

If the entire sample had been drawn at random from CLOSSS, a large

number of journals would have made no citations to others and would

have received no citations fromdrother cited journals.

. 1.3 Methods of analysing citation data

There are many ways of analysing citation data: some of the

methods of analysis are listed below. Since the method of analysis

determines to i-large extent the application of citation data to the

design of information systems it is important to choose the most appro-

priate method for the objective in mind.

A basic distinction can be awls between the source of citations

and the citations (or bibliographical references) themselves. This

distinction is sometimes referred to as the difference between citing

and cited items (i.e. journals,' authors, etc). In the present study

citing journals are referred to as source journals.

In the present study data was collected about source journals

and abaft items cited in them. It was therefore possible to analyse the

1
CLOSSS a Check List of Social Science Serials. This exists as a machine

file of approximately 5,000 titles.
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uatu relating to citations only, or to perform more extended analyses

An which the relationship between source journals and cited items was

examined.

The analyses which can be performed upon the citations only

include lists, according to frequency of citation, of journals, authors,

and articles.

The analyses
I
that can be performed when the relationship

between source and cited item it taken into account include:

(i) a measure of effect of source journals on number and
order of cited journals

(ii) a list of the,most cited journals for each source
journal

(iii) hierarchies of journals based upon the dependency of
citations of one journal on another

-(iv) clustering techniques in which a similarity measure
between journals is based upon the Euclidean distance
between pairs of journals or a correlational dats.''-

In theory it is possible to perform the calculations (i) to

(iv) on authors or even the titles of journal articles, but in practice

only journal titles are commonly used. For example, it is possible,

taking (ii) above as the model, to produce a list of the most cited

furthers, or journal articles for a source journal, or, taking (iii)

as the model, to establish the hierr-chies of authors based upon the

dependincy of citations of one author upon another. In practice, the

:frequency with which one author cites another is mud) smaller than the

frequency with which one journal cites another. The same applies to--

the titles of journal articles. This means that there are a large

number of authors (or journal articles) that receive-citations but do

.11.1=111

Another type of antlysis that is postible with citation data, but not
included here, is the-coupling of articles, or books, by the number of
references that they have in common. This is known as bibliographic
'coupling (Kessler, 1963, 1965).

AO
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not themselves make citations to those journals or authors that cite

them. When this happens it is not feasible to establish hierarchies

of journal articles or authors to produce correlation matrices or

perform cluster analyses.

One very useful advantage of the method given in (iii) of

producing hierarchies of journals based upon the dependency of citations

of one journal on another is the division of journals into groups,

thus delineating subject fields, etc. This method has been used by

Narin, Berlt, and Carpenter (1972) in the field of chemistry to classify

journals. This can be done by hand, and results in a manageable number

of journals for use in clustering. In other words, a first cut-off

point is obtained using a hierarchy or freqUency measure, in which

journals are divided-roughly into subject,_ discipline, or interest

groups. Cluster analyses can then be undertaken - within the framework

of such a grouping. -This is more-useful than performing the clustering

initially on a-large heterogeneous group-of journals, partly because

of the computational problem Of dealing with-More than 100 source

journal titles in a cluster,' and partly because of the difficulty of

interpretating clusters derived frotua large, heterogenous set of

titles, covering many subject fields. The last point, made by Narin

et al. (1972), may not be-seriously applicable to DISISS, because-one

of the objectives is -to investigate the value of clt!ster analysis in

dividing the-subject matter of the social sciences, where there is

less agreement about discipline boundaries than in the physical and

biological sciences.
.

After some of the relatively simple counting operations on

citation data mentioned above have been performed, it is possible to

use citation data to give an indication of the growth, decay; and rate

of change of social science literature, and to establish the relation-

ship of citation to demand for, and circulation of, literature.

After the clustering analyses mentioned in (iii) and (iv)

have been completed, it will be possible to establish the relationship

between the empirically derived clusters and conventional discipline
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boundaries and classificatory systems. These aspects of the work on

citation will be dealt with more fully in forthcoming working papers.

1.4 Restrictions imposed by limited resources

As already noted, ona of the first decisions to be taken when

planning a citation study concerns the type and number of sources from

which citations are to be taken. Even when there is agreement about

the boundaries of the subject to be studied it is not very common to

find citation studies taking all the literature published in a field,

mainly because the resources available for data collection and analysis

are limited and because citation studies are usually aimed at fairly

broad fields, where it would be quite impracticable to study all the

literature. In any case, it would be quite unnecessary, provided that

satisfactory sampling procedures can be applieL

When sampling is involved it is necessary to define the total

universe of literature from which the sample is to be taken, and to

ensure that the sample is representative. A representative sample can

usually be obtained by taking a random sample, if the number in the

sample. is fairly large, but this cannot always be done in practice.

In some instances the journals sampled at random may not be available

in the place where the citation study is taking place, and there may

be restrictions imposed upon the method of sampling by the statistical

analyses which are to be applied to the citation data.

For example, as already explained in 1.3 the restrictions imposed by

the use of clustering achniques meant that random sampling could not

be used, as the sole method of selecting source journals.

1:5 Effect of source journals upon citation patterns

. The number and type of sources may have an effect upon identified

citation patterns. On the other hand, it is quite possible, given a

fairly broad and representative sample of source journals, that the

sources will exert little effect upon the resulting calculations. This

-has -:been the underlying assumption in DISISS, and has been tested out,

empirically; the results are reported and discussed in section

2.5. The assumption will be tested much more fully in the main citation

Study.
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It is known that the vast majority of citations are to a

relatively small number of journal titles
1

, authors, and individual

articles
2

. It is not certain that the distribution pattern found in

the case of journal titles and journal articles applies to monographs:

the degree of concentration may be much less.

When the concentration of citations is high, it is possible to

choote a point of entry into the literature when selecting source

journals with more confidence than when there is little or no concen-

tration of citations upon a relatively few items. Where concentration

is high there is a strong probability that the most frequently cited

journals in a given discipline will be identified whether or not the

core journals of the discipline are used as source journals, because,

it is presumed, the probabiliiy that any citation will be to the core

journals is greater than the probability that the citation will be to

a fringe journal, irrespective of the source: -. Where concentration is

low, the probability that core source journals will cite core journals

is still relatively high, but the probability that fringe journals will

cite core journals is low. Hence, if the source journals are predominantly

fringe journals a very distorted citation pattern may emerge.

There are a number of other situations which can arise and

which can influence the pattern of citation identified. Some examples

are given below.

1
Most citation studies show a built-in bias towards those journals with
most articles. Garfield (1972a)has suggested a method of eliminating
this bias when calculating frequency lists of cited titles, but very
few studies have taken this factor into account. The study by Martyn
and Gilchrist (1968) of 'British scientific journals is an exception.

2
Most citation studies have ignored the concentration of citations
within journals, yet for any given title; relatively few of the
articles it contains account for the majority_of citations to that journal.
Line, Sandison and MacGregor (1972), in a preliminary explanation of
this phenomenon, found that about 10 per cent of articles from each
of three science journals cover between 50 and 75 per cent of citations
to each journal. Within journal concentration of citations is an
important phenomenon and needs to be studied in the social sciences.
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If the majority of source journals comes from a tightly knit

subfield, a frequency list of cited journals would tend to be represen-

tative of this subfield only. However, it is suspected that this

would be a fairly rare situation perhaps found more commonly in

applied fields. A more typical situation is one in which, although

there is a good deal of scatter of citations across journals and

monographs, a relatively small number of source journals can be used

to produce a frequency list of cited titles which is little influenced -

at least as far as the most frequently cited titles are concerned - by

the journals used as sources. In other words, the upper part of a

ranked list of cited titles taken from a relatively small sample of

source journals should be much the same as the upper part of a ranked

list-of cited titles taken from all possible sources. The exact

fregnendy of citation will of course be different, but the order of

cited titlas in-the-ranked lists should be very similar. In the case

rd'infrequentlycited titles, this_similarity,would not-be found

between ranked lists-of cited journals taken from different groups

of-aource journals_because many of the cited journals would be relatively

obscure and-infrequently cited, and self-citations would in some cases

-be as great as citations toother journals. Middle-range journals of

a ranked list of cited journals could be affected by the choice of

source journals; this Could affect their position in a ranked list,

and An some cases titles that appear in one list of cited title's may

not appear at all in another list derived from different-source journals.

The ideal is to ensure-as far as possible that all statements

baSed upon citation analyses are relatively independent of the source

journals used to generate the citations, except of course when the

objadt of the study is the relationship between source items and cited

items.
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2.0 PILOT CITATION STUDY

2.1 Reasons for pilot study

A pilot study seemed desirable, partly because of the difficulty

of selecting source journals for the main citation study, and partly

because of the problems of designing a suitable record format, training

students to collect citation data, locating material, editing and coding

the data, and administering this work. In the absence of a pilot study

it would have been impossible to time and cost these operations, and to

decide upon the number of citations that could be collected, edited and

processed within the time and funds available.

The pilot study had the following objectives.:

(i) To provide feedback about the feasibility of using students
to record citation data, to estimate time required for
collection and location of material, and to test the data
collection sheet

(ii) To examine the extent to which source journals have an
effect on ti'e list of cited journals

(iii) To provide a method for selecting source journals for future
citation data collecting

(iv) To.identify problems in data collection, editing, and analysis

(v) To provide data, along with future collections, for clustering
experiments.

Although the number of data fields included in the pilot study

was not the same as used in the main citation study, it has proved

possible to make use of the data from the pilot study and combine it

with data from the main study, and also, from ISI tapes (see 3.2), in the

clustering experiments. Also the pilot study provided details about six

data fields which were not included in subsequent studies. These data

fields have featured in descriptive studies and the 5,000 citations

1Descriptive-studiet-invoive, in the main, counting operations to determine,

for example, the breakdown of citations according to the form of cited

dOCUMentje4. periedicaltreOgAI-theSiebie/dJot citation,
couniry,Ofrigin, language, -number of,authors, etc. fact, any of_

iheitata fieldt contained -on the-piloi'studY-sOitation,record or the Citation
Record 72(see 3.4)-can be used in a straightforward count;' in addition

any data7lield'Oan-'be,related tO,mosti other-fields. Theses descriptive

studies are distinct from the studies that involve the relationship

between one journal -title and another, or one author and another.
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gathered in the pilot study have proved to be adequate for some of the

descriptive work - especially as many of the analyses had to be done

by hand.

2.2, Citation Record 1972

A preliminary list of data.fields to be included in the pilot

study was drawn up and circulated to interested persons in the field.

After considerable discussion, 15 fields were agreed. These were

included in the Citation Record 1972 which subsequently became known

as the "long" record form (reproduced in Appendix le).

The 15 data fields allowed a comprehensive description of

.citations to be made, although it-was decided that the creation of a

machine file would beout of the question if all 15 fields were included

(see 3.4 for list of data fields excluded in the main study).

2.3 Selection of source journal titles TiFL

The selection of source journal titles for the pilot study posed

a problem because there existed no comprehensive bibliography of social

science titles from which to sample, nor any comprehensive listink-of-

social science serial titles according to frequency of citation.

The use of one or more of the large bibliographies of social

science serials as a-samplini, frame was considered. Thbse include
1 2 3 .

Ulrich , Woodworth , and WLOSSP . However, none of these bibliographies

was found-to be entirely suitable for use -as a sampling frame. In the

firSt place they contain only 'a partial listing of social science

serial titles:- -this'iSparticularly-eo with Woodworth which contains

only-British material, and-WLOSSP which has selectiVe international

coverage, but gives very uneven coverage across the major social science

disciplines. -Secondly,-large-bibliographies can be extremely "noisy":

Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory. New York, Hawker, 1970.
2 ),

,Woodworth p. '(ed.) Guide to current British journals. London, Library
Association, 1970.

3World List, of Social Science ,Periodicals. Paris, UNESCO, 1966.
z



for example, although Ulrich contains over 10,900 titles classifiable

as social science many of the titles are related, for example,to trade

serial publications. It is difficult to reduce this number by the use

of objective criteria. The use of the list of periodicals maintained

at the National Lending Library for Science and Technology was

considered.- It is estimated to contain between 5,000 and 3,000-social

science titles, but it would have been very difficult to separate,

according to objective criteria and without inspection of individual

titles, the social science material from the main body of titles in the

file.

An idea of the uneven coverage of the major social science

disciplines by these bibliographies can be obtained by reference to

Appendix2: this data was gathered-to test the possibility of weighting

source journal titles according to the number af journal titles in each

of the major- disciplines in order to ensure that each discipline was

Appropriately represented.

It was decided_torely on the judgement of social science

librarians in the first instance for the selection of source journals for

for the pilot study.- Librarians from the British Library of Political

and.Economic Science, British Institute of Management, Department of the

Environment, Department of Trade and Industry, Royal Geographical

Society, Royal Institute ofInternational Affairs, Royal Institute of

Public Administration,-Royal Town Planning Institute, Tavistock/Joint

_Library,, University of_ London_Institute of Advanced Legal.

Studies, University of London Institute of Historical Research, and

University of London Institute of Education were approached and asked

to list the most important journal titles in the social-sciences. These

lists are given in Appendix 3 according to the libraries froM which they

were obtained, and,in Appendix 13, broken down according to disciplines.

a.

,From,the_journals listed in-Appendix 3, citations were taken from 17 in

the--pilot'study (Appendix '4). This meant that the.fields of management,

plinning,.geagrapW law,,history and education were not included in the

-pilot'study:--Howeverthe list*Of-joUrnalein Appendix 3 was used

again for the selection ,oi_souree-journele_pr the main-citation study;

for this purpoie the disciplines not covered` in the-pilot study were

included (See 3.3).
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It is interesting to note that"the OSTI- supported project,

Organization of Information for Planning (0IP), used a similar method

to select source journals for a pilot study of the nature of citations

in planning literature.

At the beginning of a citation study it is necessary to decide

upon the zumber1 of source titles, the number of years, the number of

articles from each source title, and the number of citations from each

source article that can be covered with the resources available. There

are very few guidelines here. For example, givedfiXed resources, it

is difficult to know whether a large number of source journals should

be included, thereby reducing the number of articles that-can be taken

from each journal title, or alternatively, whether to concentrate

upon fewer titles but use all articletlin each title. Further decisions

have to be taken about sampling of the citations within each journal

article. If a limited number of cited items from each source article

had been taken in 'the pilot study, a greater number-of source titles, or

alternatively a greater number of years, could have beeh included. It

was decided that sampling of cited items within a journal article would

add.a cumbersome and time consuming operation to the exercise, and this

method was therefore discarded. It was estimated that the main citation

study would be able to cover a sufficiently large range of social science

journal titles to meet the requirements of the clustering experiments and

the descriptive studies, and therefore sampling of citations in journal

articles was unnecessary.

1
During the early stages of study it was envisaged that a list
-of source journals would be_obtained by sampling at random from a compre-
hensive list of social science journals. Because it was impossible to
knoW in-advance hOw many journal titiei could be covered in the pilot
_study, it was necessary to use a_mathod,of sampling which would produce
an-open-ended number of journal titles at random from some universe of
titles. Mr. Lievesley of.the Polytechnic.of North tondon SChool of
1Librarianship kindly prepared a paper outlining a method for accomplishing
such an objective. This method, however, was not used in the pilot study
'because'itIvai &faded to Select Source journals-accoiding to the judgements
iqf,sociel_science,librarisns. :In the main citation study a_random sample
of 50. titles from-CtOSS5 was used, by which time it was possible to estimate
very-acCuraiely the number of-titles that Could be covered with the resources
-available. HoeeverOlt.-Litsveiley's paper-is given in Appendix 5 because
it does offer A very useful method for selecting source titles for a
citifiOn,Study-Which-cinnot'estimite'in-adVance of the sampling the exact
number of titles that can be.covered.

_ .
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The pilot study was designed around estimates of the number

of students available for collecting data during a period of three

weeks in July 1971, and based upon an estimate of the number

of citations that could be collected per hour. From tests with a

small number of records and persons, it appeared that approximately 100

citation sheets could be completed per day by each person in favourable

conditions.'

It was decided to collect citations from the source journals

mentioned above (see Appendix 4) for the years 1950, 1960,*and 1970.

Every third article in each title was taken from journals in these years.

All citations from each article in the source journals were gathered.

2.4 Method of data collection

When the source journals had been identified, copies of the

relevant years were located in London libraries. A manual was prepared

to aid students in collecting the data, and preliminary sessions were

held with the students to ensure that the record sheet's would be correctly

completed. During the period when the data was collected, Miss Ritchie

and Mr. Nicholas visited the libraries in question, to check that

students were carrying out the work correctly.

Citations to a given item from a single source were recorded

once only. For example, if more than one citation was made in a source

article to a single reference, whether in the footnotes or the biblio-

graphy, the citation was recorded once only. Where a reference was to a

paper included in a collection, the collection, rather than the paper,

was recorded as the -sited item. If more than one papet in a collection

was cited in the same source, the number of-different papers cited was

counted as the number of citations to that collection. Citations to

conference proceedings were also recorded, in a similar manner.

nrJ
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It proved a relatively simple task for students to collect the

data and few problems were encountered. It has been necessary to edit

the completed record sheets.

2.5 Results and discussion

2.5.1 Compilation of list of journal titles by frequency of citation.

One of the main aims of the pilot study was to provide a frequency

list of cited titles in the social sciences, from which source journals

could be sampled for the main citation study.

The record sheets were sorted by hand and the frequency of

citation of each title counted. The results are presented in Appendix 6a

'which lists the 222 titles cited twice or more. A further 397 journal

titles were cited once only, and are incorporated in the complete list

of cited titles given in alphabetic order in Appendix 7. From 17 source

journals a total of 4,918 citations were gathered. Each article gave 12

citations on everage.

Citations from 17 source journals were taken, but in the case

of 8 titles complete coverage of articles in the relevant years was not

obtained. Details relating to the-coverage of sources are given in

Appendix 4. It is doubtful if this missing data has affected the

.frequency list significantly; further data collection has been left

until the main citation study.

The ranked order of journals according to frequency of citation

is altered when self-citations are included. This list is given in

Appendix 8 and should be compared with the list given in Appendix 6a where

self-citations were not included in the ranking of the journal titles.

There is a preponderance of journals in psychology in the list of

frequently cited titles. Although only three. of thP17 source journals

(i.e. 18.7 per cent) were in psychology, as many as 28 per cent of the

first 222 cited journals were in psychology.

It is noticeable that two important scientific journals, Nature
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and Science, appear high in the frequency list. These journals usually

appear high in frequency lists of cited titles taken from scientific

sources, but it is a little unexpected to see these journals cited so

frequently by social scientists.

2.5.2 Form of cited item (field 12)

The breakdown of citations. according to the form of the cited

document is given in Table 1 below. The majority of citations were to

monographs and journals, in about equal proportions. A large number of

Other forms were cited with a much smaller frequency. Some of these

forms were not included in the 1971 record, for example, monographic

series, radio broadcasts, dictionaries, and ministry circulars; these

classifications were written into the record by the collectors.

TABLE 1
FORM-OF CITED DOCUMENT

(field 12 of 1971 citation record)

-Form No. of citations percentages,

Monographs 2,100 42.4
Journals 2,000 40.3
Reports 193 3.9
Newspapers . 170 3.4
Legal/legislation 131 2.6
Monographic series* 100 2.0
Theses 66 1.3
Conference proceedings 50 1.0
Statistics 23 0.5
Radio broadcasts* 22 0.4
Unpublished' 22 0.4
Personal contact 18 0.4
Yearbooks 9 0.2
Dictionary* 8 0.2
Command paper* 8 0.2
Mss/archives 6 0.1
Ministry circular* 6 0.1
Encyclopedia* 5 0.1
Lectuie* 3 0.1
Bibliography 2 -

Census* _ 2 -

Cartographic 1 -

Index to research/theses 1 -
Opinion poll 1 -

News release* 1 -

Directory* 1 -
Computer program* 1 -

Unidentifiable 6 0.1

.TOTALS 4,918 loppA

*Category not specified on the form, but written in by collector.



The results in Table 1 contrast markedly with similar studies

in science. Garfield and Sher (1963) and Price (1965) reported data

on the citations in fields of science covered by Science Citation Index.

They gave figures of 84 per cent and 80 per cent respectively for the

proportion of cited references accounted for by journals. Other studies

have shown that the proportion of citations that are to journals are

less in the fields of geology - 75 per cent (Craig, 1969), plasma

physics - 67 per cent (East and Weyman, 1969) and electrical engineering -

62 per cent (Coils, 1969). Even so, the tendency to cite journals

rather than other forms of literature is much strongerin science than

in the social sciences.

The breakdown of the citations according to forms other than

journals appears to vary appreciably from one discipline to another.

In plasma physics, for example, reports account for 5.9 per cent of all

citations, conferences 7.8 per-cent, books 12.8 per cent and private

communication etc. 3.1 percent (Coils, 1969). The citation of reports

is unexpectedly low in the light of an analysis of the forms of literature

given in Nuclear Science Abstracts where 24.4 per cent of the items in

the plasma physics section were to reports (Mile, 1969). In geology, on

the other hand, 21.5 per cent of all citations were to books (Craig, 1969).

The present results show conclusively that monographs are much

more likely to be cited in the social sciences than in science. Citations

to monographs and journals taken together account for the overwhelming

majority (83.5 per cent) of citations in social science journals - 42.4

per cent of-citations to monographs and 40.3 per cent to journals. Next

in order of magnitude come reports with 3.9 per cent of all citations.

All forms of literature except monographs and journals account for only

17.2 per cent of citations.

Some of the forms in Table 2 are specific to the social sciences,

such as newspapers and legal material. Conferences (-1.0 per cent) and

Abases (1.3 per cent) account for very few citations.

2.5.3 Number of citations.per article

EXCh article gave 12 citations on average. This figure is

fairly closito the averagenuiber of citations per article of 13.7
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and 15 reported by Garfield and Sher (1963) and Price (1965)

respectively, for counts taken from Science Citation Index. Howil/er,

figures for the average number of citations per article can be Mjn

leading. Price (1965) has shown that the distribution of citations

across articles is skewed such that most authors cite between 5 and 10

references, and then progressively fewer authors cite an increasing

number of references except those writing review papers or compiling

bibliographies. The average can vary greatly from one subject to

another and from one journal to another.. For the present data, the

average number of citations per article calculated for each journal

ranged from 3 for American Psychologist to 52 for Psychologische

yorschung (the averages for the other source journals are given in

Appendix 6b). From the evidence available in the pilot study it is not

pnasible to show conc'ssively that the social sciences are different

from science with respect to the average number of citations per article.

A more detailed study might show differences between social science and

science relating to the range of citations per article across journals

and differences between individual disciplines in the social sciences.

2.5.4 Distribution of citations across journals

The cumulative percentage of citations contained in the 222

journals, cited twice or more was plotted against the number of journals

to which these citations referred (Figure 1). It can be seen that the

form of the curve conforms very closely to previous accounts of the

distribution of citations across journals, that is, a Bradford distri-

bution. When the total number of journal titles was limited to 222,

50 per cent of the citations to these 222 journalswere accounted for

by the top 33 journal titles and 90 per cent by the top 160 journal

titles. A straight line fits tile righthand side of the curve fairly

closely. This is a typical finding when the accumulation of citations

is plotted against a log distribution of the number of titles. The

point of inflexion of the curve is approximately 17, and the projection

of the best fit straight line onto the X-axis cuts the X-axis at

approximately 5.0. When the citations to the 397 journals cited once

only were included (Figure 2) a slightly different shaped curve was

obtained, of which only the middle portion approximated to a straight

line. It is noted that empirical Bradford distribution of citations
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across journal titles rarely produce an exact fit to a straight line;

the upper parts of the curve usually tail off (see Brookes, 1969, for

examplr.$).

According to Brookes (1969, 1970) both the pt:nt of inflexion

(c) of the curve and the point (s) at which the projection of the

straight line cuts the X-axis have significance for the breadth of the

core literature
1
of the discipline under consideration. Brookes (1970,

p.131) states that the numerical value of "s" is found to be not less

than 1; the most specific subjects have "s" equal to1, and more

general subjects have larger values of "s" as their generality increases.

The present data
2

gives a value of "s" of 4.7 and a value of "c" of

approximately 17.

Brookes (1970, p.133) states3 that the number of periodicals

in the Bradford "nucleus" will be at least "e" x "s" where "e" (2.718..4

1
Sometimes referred to, by Brookes and others, as the "nuclear zone",
although the terms "core literature" and "nuclear zone" are not always
used synonymously. A further complication arises because, in an earlier
paper, Brookes (1969, p.953) refers to a "nuclear zone" of periodicals
which is equivalent to the value of "c ". It is quite clear from
empirical data that "e" x "s" # "a ". The terminology is confusing.
For the present calculations in this report only the term "nucleus"
is used, and is taken to refer to the value of "c". This is in keeping
with the recent thinking of Brcokos (personal correspondence) in which
he states that the number of journals in the nucleus is given by "c" and
plays down the emphasis which he previously gave to the relationship
between "c" and "s".

2

3

Bedause the data is only an approximate fit to a straight line it is

Possible to re-draw the straight line so that the values of both "s"
and "c" are changed. The straight line was drawn to produce a best
fit for the middle part of the curve because the upper extremities
of the Bradford distribution, as mentioned above, usually depart from
a straight line.

The calculations reported here were completed before it was known (see
footnote I above) that Brookes prefers to use "c" rather than "e" x "s"
as a, measure of the nucleus. An attempt was made to calculate the values
of "c" from a visual inspoction of the curves but it proved difficult
to do accurately because of the error involved in drawing the straight

Worder to calculate.the paraseters of the curve accurately
it would be necessary to obtain a mathematical expression for the curve
by regression-ahalyets. From Table'2-it can be seen that the values of
"c" -are in all cases larger than the product of "e" x "s" but the inter-
pretation of the data is little affected by the choice of "e" x "s" as
the nucleusteith-the possible exception-of the calculation involving
the removal of economics journals from the sources.
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is the base of natural logarithms. For the present data this gives a

value of approximately 12.8 for the number of journal titles in the

"nucleus". It is interesting to have a look at the first 12 most fre-

quently cited journals which go to make up this nucleus. If self-citations

are excluded, the first 12 journals (see Appendix6a) are in the fields of

sociology, psychology and economics only. This means that the fields of

anthropology, political science, criminology and social welfare, which

were included in the source journals, are not included in the nucleus.

If self-citations are included (see Appendix 8) sociology, psychology,

and economics are again included, with the addition of anthropology

(self-citation of American Anthropologist is high). In other words,

the major fields covered by the source journals are included in the

nucleus of periodicals. It is not surprising that criminology and social

studies are not found in this list, as they were represented by only one

source journal and they are relatively small fields. This analysis

shows onlythat the major subject disciplines represented in the list

of source journals are reflected in a rough subject classification of

cited journals: if this had not - occurred, then it would have been

necessary to enquire why. Ideally, ranking should be done also within

each subject field, to ensure that smaller fields are not neglected.

It is intereatincomliare the value of "s" of 4.7 obtained

for the present data with values obtained from other data bases reported

by Brookes (1969). For a bibliography on muscle fibres a value of

s = 3.6 was reported and c = 18; for an incomplete and selective biblio-

graphy on computer science, s = 3.4 and c = 18; for a bibliography in

plasma physics, s = 1 and c'L-- 10; and for data obtained by Wood and

Bawer on the use of abstracting serials in the social sciences values

of s = 1.21 and c = 9 were obtained. It is to be expected that the

number of titles forming a "nucleus" of bibliographical tools will be

less th.n a "nucleus" of primary journals.

Otherdurves (figures 3 to 6) were plotted when source journals

were removed from- the total of 17 source journals and citation frequencies

of cited 'titles re-calculated. This was done in order to test the effect

of the exclusion of disciplines from the source journals on the list of

cited titles (these-tetts are reported in detail in 2.5.5), but the scatter

of citations across journals for each curve is discussed below. The slopes

of-these curves, together with the parameters "s" and "c" are reported in
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Table 2. The first. column refers to the subject which was removed from

the group of source journals for each calculation.

TABLE 2
PARAMETERS OF BRADFORD CURVES RELATING
CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF CITATIONS TO NUMBER
OF JOURNALS (Figures 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6)

Parameters of curves

Data base with
discipline excluded Slope s c "e" x "s"

None excluded .76 4.7 17 12.4

Criminology .54 4.3 15 11.7

Psychology .63 3.8 15 10.3

Sociology .5; 3.9 12 10.6

Economics .64 4.9 300 13.3

The removal of a source journal will obviously affect the

absolute number of journals cited, but the scatter of the remaining

citations may remain much the same. The results given in Table 2 indicate

that this was not so because the slopes of the curves differ. The removal

of source journals in any of the disciplines resulted in a decrease in

the value of the slope of -the curve, indicating that the scatter of

citations across journals was increased. This result is difficult to

interpret, especially as the slope changed most when the one source

journal in criminology was removed. The best fit straight line for the

curves was difficult to assess (pee footnote 3 on p. 18) and a detailed

consideration of this analysis sill'be left until the slope can be more

accurately calculated in the main study.

The effect upon the parameters "s" and "c" of removing source

journals is more clear-out. When source journals in either criminology,

psychology, or sociology were removed, the size of the core in the group

of_social sciences was decreased slightly, as indicated by both the

_ values of "c" and_"e",x "s". When economics source journals were removed

the size of the core was increased by a substantial amount, indicating

that the source Journals in economics-provide a tightly knit group of

citations to relatively few cited journal titles that occur high in the

frequency list of all citations.- However, these-changes in the parameters
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of the Bradford curve are fairly small, and the results of this analysis

give only a limited insight into the way in whiti the citations are

behaving. A much more clear-cut finding about the citation pattern across

the social science disciplines is reported in 2.5.5. Lists of frequently

cited titles were calculated after the removal of each of the major social

science disciplines in turn. It was shown that economics behaved very

differently from the other social sciences.

Another way of looking at the distribution of citations across

the literature is to measure the number of journals that are needed to

account for a given percentage of the citations. This calculation has

been made frequently for science literature in the context of discussion

about the optimum size of journal collections (e.g. Brookes, 1971).

For the 222 journals cited twice or more in the pilot study,

50 per cent of all citations to these journals were found in 33 journals

(14.9 per cent) and 90 per dent of all citations were found in 160

journals (72.1 per cent). If these calculations are performed tipon all

the citations (397 titles were cited onceonly) obviously the 50 and

90 per cent levels will cover a larger number, but a smaller proportion

of,journal titled. The figures for this calculation are given in

Table 3, together with figures for the 75 per cent level, in order to

facilitate comparison with some of the studies in science, listed in

Table 4, which report the 75 per cent level only.

TABLE-3 ---

SCATTER OF CITATIONS ACROSS JOURNALS IN PILOT STUDY

Data base %-of journals accounting for 50%, 75%,
and 90%-of citations

222 journals cited
twice or more

All 619'journals cited
in pilot -study

50 75 90

14.9

10.5

40.5 72.1

34.3 73.6

Vickery (1961) compared the results of citation studies in the

fields. of_ chemistry, physics, biochemistry,. bacteriology, electrical

Most analyses of scstter,.use as a basefor calculating 50, 75 and 90 per
cent levels all titleS-that are cited, not'all title-S in the subject

field. The base used An,Table3 is derived from the number of titles .

cited, an&nOt-rthe total-nuiber Of titlei in the social sciences, many

of which are not cited at all The measure of scatter would obviously

be smaller'if expressed as a percentage of the total number of journals

that could be cited.
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engineering and applied geophysics from data reported by Stevens (1953),

Coile (1952), and Munn (1956), and fOUnd that about 75 per cent of

citations were to 10 per cent of journals in each field on average.

There were however, fairly large variations from one subject to another,

as can be seen from Table 4, based on Vickery's (1961, p.265) review of

citation studies, with other studies added as indicated.

TABLE 4
SCATTER OF CITATIONS ACROSS JOURNALS IN OTHER FIELDS

(Based on Vickery, 1961; from data by Stevens, 1953, Coile, 1952, and Munn,
1956. Last 7 entries taken from miscellaneous sources as indicated in footnotes)

Subject field Date of % of journals containing
Study 50% and 75% of citations

-r
50% 75%

(-

Chemistry 1927 2.8 10.0
Chemistry 1939 3.8 14.0
Physics' 1939 2.3 13.0
Biochemistry 1938 1.4 6.5
Biochemistry t 1954 3.2 *

Bacteriology 1954 5.0 *

Electrical Engineering 1949 6.0 12.0
Applied GeoPhysics 1934 8.3 26.0
Lubrication 1934 13.0 38.0
Tissue Culture 1953 8.5 41.0
Helium 1947 3.3 17.0
L.S.H. 1931-5 16.0 34.0
Petroleum 1958 7.0 25.0

Endocrinology
1

1965
2

* 14.0
Electrical Engineerigg .- -; 1969 * 13.0
Chemical Engineering ! 1959 * 17.0
Mechanical Engineering 1959 * 17.0

31
MetalluRgical Engineering 31 1959 * 12.0
Geology; I 1959 30.0
Physics 1962
BiomediCine 1964 4.0 36.0r

* Data not available

7' Accounting for 84% of citations
Accounting for 90% of citations

Figures could not be calculated for the 90 per cent level on the

basis ofAhe data reported by Vickery (1961); but it can be concluded

that as far as the physical and biological sciences are concerned, the

scatter of citations across journals is much-less than in the social sciences.

1KoUrilova,(1965)
2,- ,
Coile 0.969): IEEE PUblications cited in IEEE publicatiOns
4urton:(1959)

Kessler andAeiri (1962) journals cited in Physical Review
0969)-

Orr and t.eeds (1964)-
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The scatter of citations in electrical engineering and applied geophysics

is higher, and in the case of the applied sciences of lubrication, petroleum,

and L.S.H., much higher than in the "pure" sciences, but even so, the

scatter in these fields is lower than in the social sciences.

There has been very little work on the scatter of citations in

the social sciences. Data reported by Wood and Bower (1969) from a study

of requests
1
for'journals at the National Lending Library for Science and

Technology (NLLST) is relevant to the question of scatter. From the Wood

and Bower data that relates the cumulative percentage of total requests

for social science serials to number'of serial titles, it is possible to

estimate that 50 per cent of\requests were for 16 per cent of titles and

90 per dent of reqUests for 66 per cent of titles. It is unlikely that

requests for interlibrary borrowings match exactly citation patterns:

nevertheless, theie figures are sinilai to the figures obtained in the

present study of 14.9 per cent and72.1-per cent for the 50 per cent and

90 per dent levels, and appreciably higher than measures of scatter of

citation in science.

2.5.5 Relationship between source journals and cited journals

The effect of source journals upon the number, type, and

structure of citations was examined by dividing the source journals into

two groups at random and providing frequency lists of cited titles for

each group. The results are given in Appendix 9. A further test of the

effect of source journals upon cited journals was made by removing from

the list of source journals groups oi journals according to subject

grouping, and re-calculating the distribution of citations across journal

titles. In the msin' his procedure had a negligible effect upon the

slope of'the curve, although the point at which the projection of the

straight line met the X-axis was affected. These results are presented

in Appendix 10. The implications of these findings are discussed below.

The results of these analyses did not give unequivocal evidence

about the-effect-of Sodice journalaon cited titles, although itwaS

shown,that-the method of4nalysis was appropriate and it was decided to

perfori with the data-from the main citation study.

GoffmanandAlorris-(1970)'have shown thatthe Bradford Law holds for the
circulation of journals.as Well*ai'for the:dispersion of citations across
journals. Very few journals are requested frequently and very many are
requested infrequently. -
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The correlation coefficient
1
between the frequencies of cited

titles obtained when the 17 source journals were divided into two groups

was -0.12 when the first 26 titles in the frequency lists common to both

lists A and B were used, and -0.33 when all the 207 journal titles common

to lists A and B were used in the calculation. The first correlation
2

is not significant but the second
3

one is very significant (See Appendix

9 for details).

This test of the effect of source journal titles upon the lists

of cited titles was on a very small number of source journals and the

subject composition of the source journals in Groups A and S was quite

different. This is reflected in the subject classification of the cited

journals. American Sociological Review is the only cited title that

occurs frequently in both lists: it iranked first in Group A and

third in Group B. The 10 most frequently cited journals in Group A are
.

mainly frowthe, fields of sociology, economics, and political science,

although it is interesting to see that Science is ranked seventh and.

British Journal of the Philos° h of Science eleventh equal. In Group B

nearly all the top-ranking cited titles are in psychology with the

exception of American Sociological Review ranked third, Review of Economic

Studies ranked sixth equal, and Nature ranked tenth.

COnsidering the very different composition sub-groups A and

B, the number of titles that are common tosthetwo cited lists is surprising.

It is almost certain that much larger groups of source journals would

result in frequency lists which were significantly positively correlated.

Further attempts to establish the relationship between source

and cited journal titles were made by removing from the source list

journals in each of the major disciplines and re-calculating the list of

cited titles. This was done separately for psychology, criminology,

sociology and economics. For each calculation, the titles that had been

removed for the previous calculation were replaced and only titles from

the discipline inAuestion were removed; for example, when calculating

the frequency list of cited titles with source journals in sociology

removed, he source Journal in_criminology _which had been removed for
:NM

1SPearman ranked order correlation with correction factor for tied ranks.
-When,no -correction-factorwas:applied-the value-of the coefficient for
-100,207 journalTtitleivfell=from -0.33- to -0.24.

",

t = 0.59. Not significant (two-tail test)

3
t

.

5.04. Significant at 0.01 level (two-tail test)
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the previous calculation was included. The data are reported in

Appendix 10.

If a group of source Journals makes an equal contribution to

all fields in the social sciences - this is highly improbable - and

also makes a contribution to all cited titles, the removal of this

'group of source Journals would have a negligible effect upon the order

of cited Journals in a frequency list. _On the other hand, if, for

example, sociology Journals make citations only to sociology Journals,

the effect of removing sociology Journals from the source Journals

would be to remove, in the main, sociology Journals from the list of

cited Journals - assuming that Journals in other. disciplines rarely

cite material in sociology Journals.

This test gives'an indication of the degtee of scatter of

citations across the _maJor_aocial science boundaries, and therefore can

give an indication of the-extent to which the social science disciplines

are integrated. ,

The first test involved the removal of the British Journal of

Criminology from the list of source Journals. This had a negligible

effect upon the list of ranked Journals according to frequency of citation.

This source Journal cited American Sociological Review twice, and cited

once_ each Psychological-Bulletin, American Journal of SOciology,

Journal of Abnormal and Social Psehology, and Nature. Although there

were 273 citations gathered from the British Journal of Criminology-

and only 6 were self-citations - the number of citations it makes to the

most frequently cited socialscience Journals is surprisingly small.

The remaining 200 or so citations gathered from British-Journal of

Criminology were thinly spread across a large number of Journals,

infrequently,cited by other source Journals. It would appear that

criminology as represented by British Journal of Criminology is dependent

upon a large number of social science Journals.

The second test involved the removal of psychology Journals

from the sources. This had a marked effect upon the ranked list of cited

titles. The first effect, as,predicted, was to remove the psychology

Journals from the very high positions they had previously occupied on

the frequency list. In the ranked list of Journal titles based upon
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citations in all the source journals, five of the ten most frequently

cited journals were in psychology. When psychology was removed from

the sources, only Journal of Experimental Psychology remained in the

list of ten most frequently cited journals. However, psychology journals

remained very prominent: Journal of Experimental Psychology (17 citations),

Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology (13), Zeitschrift fair

Angewandte Psychologie (8), Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology (8),

and atchologilEtmAllilLten (5) occurred in the new list of the 50 most

frequently cited titles - although with a reduced frequency of citation -

indicating that journals in other social sciences make a,substantial

number of citations to psychology.

It was also noted that psychology derived some of its material

from the other social sciences: for example, 13 of the citations in the

psychology journals -were to American Sociological Review, 2 citations to

American Journal-of Sociology, -6 to SCience-and 15-to-Nature. Hence,

to some-extent psychology draws upon sociology, and further, psychology

accounts for over half of the citations recorded from all the source

journals to Science and Nature. This is to.be expected because of the

special position of psychology as a social science in its relationelip

with the physical and 'biological sciences. However, the data shows that

psychology is closely connected-with some of the other social sciences

and can very justifiably be_classified as:a social science proper. Very

few citations in the psychology_journals were to the journals in anthro-

pology, economics, and social studies that-occurred in the list of the

50 most frequently cited-journals.
-

It is interesting to note that the ihreel"academic" psychology

sourceljournils included on the list of source journals make no citations

to British Journal -of Delinquency; Journal -of Consulting and CliniCal

psychoiegy'Internitiohal Journal of- Social Psychiatry, Journal, of"Social

JOCrnil:oitke-American Medical AssieCiation. All these
-

journals are cited fairly zrequently by other social Sciences. Psychology

obviously does not derive material from these applied areas. It would

be inteieiting'toknee theaitint to which applied fields bordering upon
=

psycholOgy drew upon laiiinstreina Psycho/NY. It'maybe pOsSible in further

workiO some sidditional data frog source journals in medicine,

psychiatry, Child-psyChOloitY, etc.

1
American Psychologist, British Journal of Psychology and Psychologische
`ForsChung
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The third test involved the removal of sociology journals from

the list of source journals. This produced a frequency list of cited

titleidominated by psychology, but even so, the three most cited:.

sociology journals - American Sociological Review, American Journal of

Sociology, and Social Forces - remained high in the list of cited titles

when sociology journals were removed. In fact, American Sociological

Review received 19, Social Forces 13, and American Journal of Sociology 12

citations from other social sciences. Human Organization, which occurred

in the first 50 most frequently cited titles for the-complete list of

source journals, did not occur in the list of 50 most cited titles when

sociology sources were removed.

The source sociology journals included some citations to journals

in economics, psychology and other'subjects. For example, there were

four citations to_Economic Journal,, four_ citations to Journal of Abnormal

and_Social-Psychology, and-one citation each. to 12 of the 50 most

frequently cited journals in economics, politics, and psychology.

Sociology journals also included a few citations to Nature and Science.

Finally, a frequency list of cited journals was compiled for the

data when source journals -in economics were removed. This had the most

dramatic effect of all the'tests. The original list of 50 most frequently

cited journals. contained as many 48_30 in economics, in addition to

Journal of the Ro al Statistical Societx. When economic journals were

removed from the source list, only two economics journals remained in

the list of 50 most frequently cited journals, and these were in applied

economics; Etonoisio Applique and Medical Economics. The latter received

no citations from the economics journals and 4onosie AppliTiet received

an equal number of citations (7) from both mainstream economics journals

and other source journals.

In contrast to psychology and sociology, economics is very much

self-contained: journals in economics rarely cite journals in the other

social sciences, and only very few citations are made to economics from
_

the other social sciences. From the data reported, it is possible to .

calculate the number of- journals in psychology and sociology which cite

economics. The removal of psychology source journals had no effect at

all on the frequency of citation of the 13 most frequently cited

economics journals. In the case of sociology there were four citations
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to Economic Journal, and one citation each to Journal of Political

Economy, American Economic. Review, Economics and Canadian Journal of

Economics and Political Science. It was established that the socio-

logy journals frequently cited medical economics.

Economics is rightly considered to be one of the major social

science disciplines, but the present analysis demonstrates that it is

in no way closely tied, in terms of citations across disciplines, to

the other social sciences, as is the case, for example, with psychology

or sociology. Psychology is sometimes regarded as a doubtful social

science subject, having greater affinity with the physical and biological

sciences. However, the present data suggests that psychology forms an

integral part of the social sciences.

Perhaps the -most interesting tentative finding is the absence

of citation in some of-the major social science journals to journals

in.applied fields. It is hoped that further citation data can be

gathered, from source journals in a number of applied and inter-

disciplinary fields such as medical economics, in order to establish

the 'extent to which applied fields in the social sciences derive their

material from "academic" social science journals.

2.5.6 Citations from social science to other fields and citations from
other fields to social science

One of the objectives of DISISS is to establish the-extent of

citations_from the social sciences to fields bordering on the social

sciences, or in some way related_to them such as history, medicine,

environmental studies, and the extent of citations from other fields

to social science material.

It would be of some interest to establish the extent to which

all disciplines cite social sciences material. A study of this scale

is out of the question forDISISS: moreover, it is suspected that many

sciences (e.g. physics, chemistry, botany) make extremely little use of

social science material. It was therefoie decided to concentrate upon

fields that have demonstrable links iffith the social sciences (e.g.

medicine, ergonomics, management), and fields in which either social
_
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scientists have shown much interest in the last decade or scientists

have shown an interest in the social sciences (e.g. history, environ-

mental studies, science policy, international relations).

Citation studies are planned in the fields of history and

medicine to establish the extent to which citations in these fields

are to the social sciences. Also the citation data will be analysed

to show the extent to which citations in social science journals and --

monogriphs are to fields outside the social sciences. The citation

analyses in medicine and history depend upon the cooperation of two

library schools in the United Kingdom, and there is only a small

probability that the study will be completed with the resources

available to DISISS if cooperation is not forthcoming.

One of the largest citation studies of the relationship

between subjects is by Earle and Vickery (1969), dealing in detail

with subject relations in science and technology and including some

data of relevance to the social sciences. This study is now considered,

and then the pilot study list of cited journals will be compared with

lists of cited journals, lists of holdings of journals in science and

medical libraries, and bibliographies in science, medicine, and applied

science to estimate the extent to which citations taken from social

science sources are to other sources. This analysis is rudimentary

compared to the Earle and Vickery study, but gives some indication of

subject relations involving the social sciences and points the way to

future studies of subject relations.

Earle and Vickery (1969) took a representative sample of

recent UK publications and recorded sal citations in these publications.

Source items were taken from the 1965 volume of British National

Bibliography and the 1965 edition of Toase Guide to Current British

Periodicals. Items were drawn only from Dewey classes 300 (Social

Science, but excluding 340, Law and Public Administration),500 (Science),

and 600 (ftchnology,,exclUding 640, Domestic.Science).

In lOoking at the relations between subjects, the data from

class 300 was not analysed as fully as from classes 500 and 600. For

example; it was possible to show that 70 percent of citations from
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science were to science subjects andenly 1 per cent to subjects other

than science and technology, but the number of citations from social

science to social science was not calculated, although it was noted

that 9 per cent of citations from social science were to science

subjects and 9 per cent to technology. Since science makes only 1 per

cent of citations to subjects other than science and technology, and

only 5 per cent of citations in technology are to classes other than

technology or science, it can be concluded that neither science nor

technology make many citations to social science. On the other hand,

9 per cent of citations in social science are to science and 9 per cent

to technology. Hence, in looking for subject relations between social

science and other subjects it would seem to be more profitable to look

for citations from social science to other subjects, rather than

citations from other subjects to social science. A full study of the

subject relations within the social sciences is of course required

because this is not included in the Earle and Vickery study.

Earle and Vickery give details abouethe total number of cited

items, expressed as a percentage of all cited items, and also as a

percentage of items in source subjects only. These data are reported

fairly fully for the science and technological subjects as well as for

the major social sciences. The average number of citations for each

source item is also given, and this varies enormously, although On

average there are fewer citations per source item in social science

than in science.

The results of the pilot citation study are compared now

with the results of citation studies in history and in medicine -

,although there are extremely few citation studies in these fields.'

Where frequency lists of journals or monographs exist it is possible

to identify the titles that are in common between those lists and

the pilot study list of cited titles.

A citation study has recently been reported in the field of

history by Jones, Chapman, and Woods (1972) in which approximately

7,000 citations were taken from seven history journals, said by the

authors to :be leading-titles in the field of British history, and

published in 1968 and 1969. -Tte list of journals most frequently
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cited (self-citations included) was compared with the list of 397

journals cited in 17 source journals in the pilot study. There were

only four titles in common; namely, English Historical Review,

American Historical Review, Edinourgh Review, and Journal of the Royal

Statistical Society. The first three of these journals were cited each

once only in the pilot study, and the Journal of the Royal Statistical

Society was cited 13 times.

It is apparent that social sc ientists are making extremely

little use of the history periodical literature. However, it must be

remembered that the Jones et al. study was concerned with mediaeval,

early modern, and late modern history. The type of historical material

that social scientists require is unlikely to be found in the core

periodical literature of history. There is no doubt that social

scientists are increasingly making use of certain types of historical

material. In the INFROSS study (Bath University, 1971) for example

the majority of social Jcientists responding to the questionnaire made

some use of Nistorical material in their research. Political scientists

were heavy users of historical material, and geographers, economists

and sociologists made many demands for this type of material: 31 per

cent of the economists often used historical material; the figures

for tiography and sociology were 39 per cent and 29 par cent respectively.

Psychologists made extremely little, and anthropologists only moderate,

use of historical material. Unfortunately, INFROSS was not able to

identify the sources of historical information, but it would appear

that social scientists interpreted historical information to mean manu-

scripts, statistics, collections of letters, etc. rather than the

periodical literature of history. These types of data are also the

raw materials for the historian. It would seem that historians

and social scientists have a need for raw materials in the form of

manuscripts, collections of letters, etc., but thereafter their communi-

cation paths diverge; the historian publishes in history journals, and

the social scientist publishes in social science joilinals. At the level

of formal communication there would appear to be little overlap. A more

detailed study of the materials used by social scientists and historians

would perhaps show a greater similarity.
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The number of citations in social science Journals to the

literature of medicine and related fields was assessed by rounting the

number of Journals in common between the pilot study list of cited

journals and selected bibliographies in medicine and lists of cited

titles in medicine. Surprisingly, very few citation studies have

appeared in medicine, and it is therefore impossible to establish

accurately the extent to which medical scientists cite social science

material, although medical libraries provide social science material:

for example, Mackenzie and Bloomquist (1964) snow that many social

science journals are held by the Harvard Medical Library, and 131

titles on the Harvard list are on the pilot study list of cited titles.

Other comparisons involving medicine, biomedicine and social

science show that relatively few titles in medicine appear in the

pilot study list of cited titles. There are 5 titles in common

between the Wood and Bower (1970) list of biomedical serials most

Often loaned by the NLLST and the pilot study list. In another study

by Ash and Bruette (1966) of interlibrary transactions 10 of the most

frequently requested medical titles appear On the pilot study list.

These include general science titles,(Annals of the New York Academy

of Sciences, Nature, and Science), the journals of the American and

British Medical Associations (Journal of the American Medical Association

and Lancet), and psychology and psychiatry journals (Ames rican Journal of

APtehiat, American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, Brain, International

Journal of Pseryalshoats, American Journal of Abnormal and Social

Psycholion, etc.) There was no title in common between the pilot study

list and the list of Journals prepared by Orr and Leeds (164) containing

documents generated in 1961 -1962 by National Institute of Health staff

and grantees. Frick and Ginski (1970) identified 78 journals which made

direct reference in their titles to some aspect of the cardiovascular

system, but none of these titles appear on the pilot study'list. A

very old citation study in medicine by Jenkins (1931) gave a list of

the 50 most frequently cited titles in 3 medical source Journals, but

only two of these titles (Journal of the American Medical Association

and Lancet) appear in the pilot study list.



It can be concluded that social scientists make some use of

the more general medical journals, but no use of medical journals

dealing mainly with a single aspect of medicine. Social scientists,

in common with-medical scientistc have a need for the general science

journals.

2.5.7 Journal self-citation

Self-citations could be collected only for the source journals.

The pilot study did not set out to study specifically the phenomenon of

self-citation, although it is interesting to rank the source journals

according to frequency of self-citation and to compare this list with

other studies. Self-citations were calculated'as a percentage of total

citations for each journal and the figures are given in Appendix 6b.

The rank order of journals according to percentage of self-citations is

given in Table 5.

TABLE 5

RANK LIST OF JOURNALS ACCORDING TO PERCENTAGE OF SELF-CITATIONS

Rank Journal Title 12Tcentage of

1

2

3

4

5 =
5 =

American Psychologist
American Anthropologist
American Political Science Review
Economic Journal
Economica
British Journal of Psychology

self-citations
14

12

11

10
8
8

7 = American Journal of Sociology 5
7 = American Sociological Review 5

9 Revue Economique 4

10 = British Journal of Sociology 3

10 = Psychologische Forschung 3

12 = Australian Journal of Politics and History 2

12 = British Journal of Criminology 2

12 = Parliamentary Affairs 2

12 = Social Service Quarterly 2

12 = Sociological Review 2
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Although self-citation is an interesting and researched

phenomenon in itself, its main relevance for the present study is the

effect that it has upon frequency lists of cited journals.

The overall effect of including or discarding self-citations is almost

negligible (see Appendices 6 and 8). Obviously the inclusion of self-

citations brings each of the source journals slightly higher in the

ranked list of titles. All but one of the source journals in the pilot

study had some self-citations and this means that the exact arrangement

of journals in the frequency list is to some extent affected by self-

citation, although the number of self-citations as a percentage of total

citations received by each source journal was low. The percentage of

self-citations for American Psychologist, ranked first in Table 4, was

only 14.

It has been suggested that the status of a journal is related

to the percentage of the citations that are to itself, with high status

journals having a tendency to make more self-citations than low status

journals. Boll (1952) foUnd in the field of psychology that Journal of

Experimental Psychology and the Journal of Comparative and Physiological

psychology rated high on a measure of, self-citation. Xhignesse and

Osgood (1967) re-worked some of Boll's data for titles published in 1955

and confirmed the previous finding that the Journal of Experimental

psychology made more self-citations than other journals. In another

study, Jakobovits and Osgood (1967) found that Journal of Experimental

psychology was rated by psychologists as a high status journal. Two

review type journals, Psychological Review and Psychological Bulletin,

contained relatively few self-citations, 12 per cent and 3 per cent of

all citations contained in these journal titles respectively.

From the work that was done in the period preceding the mid-

196Oe it could be concluded that self-citation was related to the status

of a journal and to the type of journal (for example, review journals

tending to make fewer self-citations than those reporting,the result

of primary research). However, recent work on self-citations suggests

that high self-citation may indicate that a field or a. journal (sometimes

only one journal say be available in a new field) exists in isolation

from major disciplines. Krantz (1972) showed that in the relatively

new field of operant psychology (which came into being in the 1930s
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and which has had a journal devoted to it since 1958 - Journal of the

Experimental Analysis of Behavior) there was a consistent increase in

self-citations (to this journal) during the 10-year period 1958-69.

During the same period, a more general psychology journal, going back

much further in time, Journal of Experimental Psychology, showed a

slight decrease in self-citation. Further evidence of isolation
1

of

the field of operant psychology came from a study, also reported by

Krantz (1972), of the citations made to JEAB in two general textbooks

on psychology. The number of citations to JEAB as a percentage of all

citations was smaller than citations made to another specialist field

in psychology, verbal learning, represented by Journal of Verbal Learning

and Verbal Behavior.

The evidence about self-citation is equivocal, and it is difficult

to interpret the present findings in the light of conflicting findings

from other studies. The range of self-citations in the present study

is not very large - the largest percentage of self-citation was in

American Psychologist where 14 per cent of the citations were self-

citations. However, some explanation can be attempted. It is postible

that the relatively high percentage of self-citations in American

Anthropology-is due to the isolation of this field relative to the other

social sciences; but the similar percentage of self-citations in

American Psychologist can hardly be explained in this manner. For the

smaller disciplines, such as criminology and social studies, infrequent

self-citation could indicate that these areas draw heavily upon material

from the main science disciplines: that is, they can be regarded

as subdisciplines, drawing upon more basic disciplines (for example,

criminology on psychology and law, social studies on psychology, sociology,

etc.) This would account for the few self-citations found in British

Journal of Criminology and Social Service Quarterly. On the other hand,

low self-citation may mean'that citations are to other journals in the

1
In contrast to the field of operant psychology, Shulman and Silverman
(1972) reported a very different state of affairs in social psychology.
They measured the distribution of citations in Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology for the years 1965,-1966, and 1967 and found
that less than 6 per cent of the 2,000 cited references appeared more
than twice. It was concluded that the field of social psychology was
extremely diverse, drawing upon many other areas, both mainstream
'psycholOgy and oiher fields. A similar conclusion was reached by
Komorita'(19681 fkom a study of social psychology textbooks. It is
unfortunate that neither of these studies reported the percentage of
self-citations found in the social psychology literature.
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same discipline rather than to other fields. This maybe the case with

Australian Journal of Politics and History, Parliamentary Affairs, and

Sociological Review.

More data is needed to indicate which interpretation is most

appropriate. In the pilot study only 37 citations were taken from

American Sociological Review (2 were self-citations) - hardly enough

to draw conclusions about self-citations - and only very few self-

ci?tions occurred in Australian Journal of Politics and History

(7 self-citations), British Journal of Criminology (6), Parliamentary

Affairs (3), Social Service Quarterly (4), and Sociological Review (4).

A study of the characteristics of self-citation in these journals

would need considerably more data before reliable conclusions could

be drawn.

It is very clear that journal self-citation is much less in

the social sciences than in science. The figures reported from studies

of self-citation in science subjects vary enormously, but a fairly

representative figure based upon a large number of counts from Science

Citation Index by Garfield and Sher (1963) is 20 per cent. Some very

high figures have been reported for individual journals: for example,

Meadows (1967) found that 40-50 per cent of citations in Astrophysics

Journal were self-citations, and Jones, Chapman, and Woods (1972) found

similar figures for history journals. This is in striking contrast

to the 14 per cent - the highest degree of self-citation found - in the

present study.

Journal self-citation is obviously related to the scatter of

citations across journals. The relatively low degree of self-citation

in the social sciences is in keeping with the fact (discussed in 2.5.4)

that the scatter of literature in the social sciences across journals

is greater than the average degree of scatter in science.

2.6 Conclusions

The pilot study provided valuable data relating to: (a) frequency

of citation of social science journal titles; (b) relative frequency of

citation of journal and monograph -castles; (c) the distribution of

citations across journals; (d) proportion of self-citations; (e) effect
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of source journals on list of cited titles; and (f) forms of literature

cited.

The experience gained in the pilot study proved valuable in the

design of the main citation study; a fairly exact estimate of the number

of citations that could be collected with the resources available was

calculated and the frequency list of cited titles provided one of the

sampling frames from which journal titles could be taken for use as

source titles in the main study.

The pilot study provided data on a number of fields (e.g. date,

language) which were not included in the modified record form used in

the main study. The analyses performed on these fields will be reported

in another working paper.

3.0 MAIN CITATION STUDY

3.1 Introduction

The greater part of the data for the citation file was collected

in 1972. Citations were again gathered from journal articles, and in

addition citations were available from some of the social science journals

covered by Science Citation Index.

Most of the results and analyses of the main citation

study will be reported in another working paper. In the present paper

the planning of the study is reported, and attention is paid especially

to the selection of source journals, as this was influenced greatly by the

results of the pilot study.

Some preliminary calculations have been made on the data,

including a breakdown of source journals according to country of origin,

and some 27,000 citations of the 40,000 citations collected in the main

study have been analysed according to subject. These analyses are

reported in 3.6.
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3.2 Social science Journals covered by ISI tapes
1

In order to make use of citations on ISI tapes it was first

necessary to identify the social science journals included on ISI tapes.

A list of titles common to CLOSSS and ISI Source Publication list was

compiled: this is reported in Appendix 11a, and in Appendix llb

where the titles are classified according to the main social science

disciplines. Forty per cent of the journals common to CLOSSS and the

ISI Source Publication list were classified as psychology, 10 per cent

as sociology; only very few fell within each of the other social sciences.

In order to get an estimate of the social science titles covered

by ICI, the list published by ISI of titles covered in 1970 was scanned

for social science titles; subject headings listed by ISI were used,

and the result of this search is given in Appendix 11c. In the case

of all subjects except psychology and library science, less than 1 per

cent of the titles covered in SCI in 1970 were in any one of the social

science disciplines (each subject classification was exclusive): approxi-

mately 3 per cent of titles covered.by SCI were in psychology. A total

of 6.8 per cent of titles covered by SCI were classified by ISI as social

science.

It was noted that '78 per cent of the 222 most frequently cited

titles in the pilot study were available on ISI source tapes for the third

quarter of 1971. It was estimated that the coat of taking citations from

ISI'tapes was less than the cost of gathering citations by hand from source

journals, and established that the ISI citation data could be made available

for preliminary test runs of the clustering program earlier than the

citations gathered by hand, for which a machine file has to be created.

It cannot be assumed that the social science titles covered by

ISI source tapes are representative of the social science disciplines.

Although it may make sense to use the ISI list of source titles as a

1
I81 (Institute for Scientific Information) produce in machine readable
form listings of sources used in the construction of the'Science Citation
Index (SCI) and of the citations that are taken from these sources.
DISISS had access to these tapes covering the third quarter of 1971.
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sampling frame for citation studies of science, it is quite unsuitable

for the social sciences. Further, although psychology is relatively

well covered by SCI, there is no indication that the psychology journals

covered are a representative sample. When ISI publish
1
in 1973 Social

Scfence Citation Index the ISI source tapes will be much more nearly

representative of the social sciences.

The ISI sources have been regarded rather as a convenient way

to obtain citation data rather than as a means of obtaining adequate

coverage of social science disciplines. The closest approximation to a

complete list of social science journal titles is CLOSSS, and this was

used as one of the sampling frames.

3.3 Sampling source journals

Two methods of obtaining a sample of source Journals, apart from

the ISI source tapes, were considered. These were: (i) sampling at

random from CLOSSS; and (ii) sampling from the frequency list of journal

titles produced in the pilot citation study. Both methods have advantages

and disadvantages, and these are discussed below.

Sampling at random from CLOSSS guarantees a fairly representa-

tive cross-section of social science Journal titles. CLOSSS is probably

the largest listing of social science serials in existence; therefore a

large random sample from CLOSSS should ensure a good coverage of the

social sciences. However, its size is a disadvantage if a relatively

small sample is taken, because a large number of titles in any random

sample taken from CLOSSS will be relatively infrequently used, and often

of peripheral value to the social sciences because the number of core

Journals in CLOSSS will be a small percentage of the total. Also, CLOSSS

containsmany_titles that include social science material but would not

be considered social science Journals. However, random sampling from

CLOSSS was considered to be attractive because a great range of titles

across all the social sciences can be obtained. Atuthe same time, a

disadvantage was present because a large number of the source titles

'See Garfield (1972a), Weinstock (1972).



drawn at random will be cited relatively infrequently (if at all) in

the frequency list of cited titles. For the work on clustering it is

necessary to have titles citing each other fairly frequently. Hence,

it may not be possible to use all the citation data for the cluster

analyses.

A random selection of 100 titles was drawn from CLOSSS

(Appendix 12). The predictions that were made about a random sample

from a very large universe of titles were fairly accurate. For example,

only 11 titles from the first 222 most frequently cited titles in the

pilot study appeared on-the list of 100 titles drawn at random. A

large number of the titles were peripheral to the social sciences

(e.g. Asia, Pacific Record, Agricultural Education Magazine, Smokeless

Air, Arab Views), and some could not really be regarded as social science

at all (e.g. College and Research Libraries, UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries).

Obviously the random sample reflects to some extent decisions

made about titles to be included in CLOSSS. The general procedure was

to include all titles which contained a fair proportion of material

obviously relevant to the social sciences: when in doubt titles were

included. However, even if the criteria for inclusion of titles in

MOMS had been more restrictive, a relatively small sample of about

100 titles drawn at random from a relatively large universe of titles

would still have contained few well-known and frequently cited titles.

Using the most frequently cited journals was an attractive

alternative, especially from the point of view of the clustering experi-

ments, because this method ensures that each of the source titles occurs

relatively frequently as a cited title and that the number of obscure

titles is reduced. However, there are some general problems in using

frequently cited journals as sources for a citation study. In addition,

there were problems specific to the list of cited journals produced in

the pilot study.

-If one objective of a, citation study is to compile a list of

frequently cited journals, thereby establishing the "core"-journals of

a discipline, then selecting source journals that are frequently cited,- _

or used, or well known, will obviously limit the range of journals that



appear in a derived frequency list. It is known that there is a concen-

tration of citation upon a relatively small number of journal titles.

It is not known if this concentration upon a small number of journal

titles would be found in articles appearing in infrequently used and

relatively unknown journalsrbecause*most Bradford curves have been

based upon data from relatively well known journals. Another major

criticism of selecting source journals from a list of frequently cited

titles is that the method is biased in favour of finding a fairly clearly

defined structure in the citation patterns. Finally, at a general level,

it is difficult to ensure that the whole field of the social sciences

is adequately covered by a relatively small number of source journals.

In the pilot study the omission from the list of source journals of

major disciplines such as education and geography meant that these

disciplines were under-represented in the list of cited titles, although

omi joiarnals in these disciplines were cited by journals in the disciplines

covered by the source journals.

In order to show the extent to which the list of cited titles

obtained in the pilot study represents all the social science disciplines,

a rough subject classification of the first 100 most frequently cited

titles was-made, and is given below in Table 6.

TABLE 6

SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION OF 100 MOST FREQUENTLY CITED JOURNALS

Subject No. of journals
o

Psychology 44
Economics 15
Non social science 11
Sociology 10
Politics 6
Social science general 5
Area studies 4
Anthropology 4
Not classified 4

History 1

Education 1

Linguistics 1

Psychology, economics, sociology, politics and anthropology

were included as subject fields in the 17 source journals and their

predominance in the list of cited journal titles is to be expected.
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If source journals for the main citation study had been drawn only

from the list of frequently cited titles derived from the pilot study,

the fields of education, linguistics, history and geography would have

been poorly represented. Plans were made for representing these

disciplines in the list of source journals used for the main study.

If a random sample of frequently cited titles, or if the first

SO or 100 most frequently cited titles had been taken as the source

journals for the main citation study, psychology would have predominated:

therefore, a method of weighting journal titles according to a measure

based upon the number of journals in each of the major social sciences

was considered. In this way the predominance of psychology journals

in the pilot study frequency list could have been avoided. However,

the preliminary work on weighting proved unsatisfactory. The major

Problem was the huge variation in the value of the weighting functions
1

derived from 4 r for listings of social science journais - Woodworth,

WLOSSP, Ulrich, and CLOSSS. For example, education and commerce receive

a very high weighting if the factor is based upon the Woodworth list and

an extremely low weighting if based upon WLOSSP. A weighting factor for

psychology is fairly large if based on CLOSSS but small if based on

Woodworth. These variations from one listing to another arise because

of the uneven coverage of the social sciences and the different classi-

fications used by each of the bibliographies. The use of a weighting

factor would have introduced into the citation study a number of problems

associated with the classification of material in the social sciences:

these were problems that DISISS wanted to avoid.

It was decided, in the end, to use as sources for the main

citation study the first SO most frequently cited titles in the pilot

.study, and SO titles drawn at random from CLOSSS. This enabled a

comparison to be made between the results obtained from these two major

source lists, for example, a comparison of clusters, frequency lists

of titles, authors, etc.; and at the samw time it is possible to

combine the revillts from these two major lists in the clustering

experiments and the other analyses.

iSee,Appendix 2
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There still remained the necessity of obtaining source journals

from the fields not represented in the pilot study: namely, geography,

education, history, linguistics, and management. History was considered

to be outside the main interest of DISISS, although a separate part of

the project is concerned with the relationship between history and the

social sciences (to be reported in another working paper). Linguistics

was considered to stand apart from the main body of the social sciences

and therefore was not given high priority. There remained the necessity

of obtaining source journals from managewent, education, and geography.

The ideal solution would have been another pilot study

to obtain a frequency list of cited titles in a small number of source

journals in management, geography, and education. It was not possible

to do this and a compromise solution involved the compilation of a list

of important and frequently used journals in each of these disciplines

identified by social science librarians. This list is given in Appendix 13.

If previous citation studies had been available in the fields of

management, education, and geography it would have been possible to have

selected frequently cited titles for use as source journals. Although

extensive enquiries were made, few suitable studies were found. The

citation study by Clayton (1969) included as part of a study of Geo Abstracts

was ruled out because of its emphasis upon physical geography. The study

of management and business literature by Dews and Ford (1969) included

a list 1 of journals mentioned ten or more times by users. A second list

in Dews and Ford (1969) contains primiry journal titles covered by ten

or more abstracting services, although, as Dews 3 points out, this list

is now somewhat out-of-date, because this field is one of very rapid

1
Dews has pointed out (personal communications) that the list of journals
mentioned by users may not be entirely representative of the field of
management and business studies beiaule-of the nature of the sample of
Users.

2
It is interesting to see in the Dews and Ford (1969) report that the
list of periodicals mentioned ten or more times by users does not include
the same titles as the list of periodicals covered by ten or more docu-
mentation services. This may be due in part to the nature of users
included in the sample. It does cf course illustrate further the
problem of 'selecting 'source journals.

3
Personal comisunicition.
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growth; for example, in 1971, 27 par cent of the 500 or so periodicals

subscribed to by the Manchester Business School had commenced publi-

cation since 1965. This represents an average of 23 new titles per

year.

A sample of six journals in management and business studies

was drawn from the list (Table 32) in Dews and Ford (1969) of perio-

dicals covered by ten or more documentation services; only titles

noted as falling within the field of management and business studies

were included. Journal titles not directly concerned with management

functions were not included. These titles are given in the supple-

mentary list of journal titles. Appendix 14.

The list of social science journals (Appendix 13) judged to

be important by social science librarians provided a very convenient

way of filling in the gaps in the list of source journals obtained from

the two major sampling frames (i.e. CLOSSS and list of cited titles

from pilot study). This list of titles compiled from judgements of

librarians was checked against the pilot study list of cited titles

and the following number of titles, broken down by subject, were found

to be in common;

TABLE 7

NUMBER OF JOURNALS, BY SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION,
COMMON TO LIST OF CITED JOURNALS IN PILOT STUDY
AND LIST OF JOURNALS JUDGED IMPORTANT

SubjeOt No. of titles

Geography 1

Education 3
Politics/International
Relations 1

Public Administration 2
Planning 0
Genekal 1

Psych analysis
Social Work 1

However, it was decided to include as sources for the main

study only the-first 50 most-frequently cited journals. in pilot

study. This meant that none of the journals listed' in Appendix 13

in the fields of geography, politics/international relations,

public administration, planning, psychoanalysis and



and social work would be included in a list of source journals drawn

from the list of the 50 most frequently cited titles in the pilot study.

One title in education and two classified as general social science in

Appendix 13 were in the list of 50 cited titles. Therefore, titles

in most of these fields were added to the sample of source journals

for the main study. The titles included are given in Appendix 14.

In the case of most subject headings in Appendix 13, five titles were

taken at random, with the exception of history and planning. The titles

selected are listed in Appendix 14. It was considered that the fields

of politics/international relations, economics, psychology (including

social psychology, child psychology, psychiatry, and occupational

psychology), sociology, and general social science were already covered

adequately by the two major sampling frames. It is planned to include

in the citation file some of the citation data gathered by the Organisa-

tion of Information for Planning project being carried out by Brenda

White at Edinburgh University, and a separate study of the relationship

between history and social science is planned as a joint exercise between

DISISS"and a library school.

From the three sampling frames - CLOSSS, cited titles in pilot

study, and key journals identified by librarians - a very wide range of

social science journal titles was compiled.

3.4 Citation Record 72

The citation data collection sheet (reproduced in Appendix la)

used for the pilot study was modified considerably for the main citation

study in 1972. Data collection was streamlined by reducing the number

of,data fields, ensuring that the data was largely self-coding, and

printing it on 5" x 8" cards to make for easier handling and storage.

The requirements of two of the major analyses to be performed

on the data --clustering and descriptive accounts of the literature -

pulled in different ways in coming to a decision about the number of

data fields to be included in the Citation Record 72. From the point

of view of clustering, a large number of citations, of the order of

70,000, is required with the minimum amount of detail necessary to

show the relationship between one title and another. From the point



of view of descriptive studies, details about the form of the cited

document, year of publication, number of pages, etc. are required. In

the event, a compromise was reached and the 15 data f4:lds included in

the pilot study were reduced to 9 for the main study. The record card

used for the main study is reproduced in Appendix lb.

It was (Widen that the citations collected on the "long"

record format in 19/1 (approximately 5,000) would be sufficient for

some of the descriptive studies. Data fields included in the 1971

version, but excluded in the 1972 version, were: (0 field 2, full

transcription of citation; (ii) field 3, form of citation; (iii) field

4, number of times citation occurred in source; (iv) fielog 6, nusluer

of authors of cited item; (v) field 8, form of content of cited item;

(vi) field 10, lahguage of cited item; and (vii) field 14; language

of cited document.

In addition to a source code, the Citation Record 72 included

the following data fields: (0 authors, up to a maximum of four, of

source item; (ii) authors of cited item; (iii) title of cited document;

(iv) form of cited document; and (14 year of publication, Wilms number
and page number of citations.

3.5 Organization of data collection in London libraries

The data was collected by students of the Polytechnic of North

London in London libraries, mainly the ritish Library of Political and

Economic Science,. and was organized by Miss Ritchie and Mr. Nicholas.

Twenty-four students were employed during a period of three weeks in
'March and April 1972.

3.6 Results

A total of 27,450 citations was recorded from 74 source journals;

most of the latter were issued in 1970, with one or ttvo from 1969. Data
collection was completed in the case of 55 journals, and a sample of

citations was taken from 9 journals. There were no citations in the

1970 issums of 1:journals on the source list, 2 journals had ceased
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publication in 1970, and one was judged to be outside the scope of

DISISS. A full account of the number of citations taken from each

source journal is given in Appendix 15.

Most of the source journals were in English, although a few

were in foreign languages. The country of origin of the source journals

is given in Table 8.

TABLE 8

CLASSIFICATION OF SOURCE JOURNALS BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

Country No.

USA 32

UK 31

France 4

Germany 2

Spain 1

Canada 1

Nigeria 1

Egypt 1

Netherlands 1

The source list of journals contained a total of 130 titles

(Appendix 15). Thirty-five of the titles were found to be included on

the ISI tapes, and since sufficient citation data for these titles could

be obtained from the ISI filer they were not included in the main data

collection. Forty-two of the 130 journals listed in Appendix 15_were

not inspected during the main collection. These titles were not on ISI

tapes. Some of these titles, together with a further set of foreign

language titles, are to be included in a further data collection in

1972 (see 3.8).

In order to plan for the final stage of data collection in the

second half of 1972, a breakdown of citations by subject was undertaken

to ensure that none of the major social sciences had been under-

represented. The result is given in Table 9. At this stage all the

major social sciences, with the exception of sociology, have been

adequately covered by 6 or more source journals and over 2,000 citations

gathered for each discipline. Sociology and also criminology are to be

given preference in the final stages of data collection to ensure thatl---j

these subjects are adequately covered.
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T...:)LE 9

CITATIONS COLLECTED IN MAIN STUDY, BY SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION

Subject'
No. of
source-

( 2
journals

No. of
citations

Economics
Education

Linguistics
Psychology, psychiatry and
psychoanalysis

15
3

9

7

8

6970
1595

3045
4110

Monomics 1 420
Politics and public admin. 9 1155
Management 6 1365
Sociology 4 2365
Criminology 1 370
Anthropology 2 1140
Social work 3 995
Statistics 2 .1030
Librarianship and information
science 2 450

Geography 5 2440

TOTALS: 74 27450

1
journals covering more than one field were included under one
heading only

2
Includes journals with no citations

3
This figure is made up of 14 economics journals, and 1 economics and
social studies journal

3.7 Analyses

A large number of analyses is pla -led of the citation data,

including work on clustering journal titles. This work will be

reported in future working papers. Some of the analyses depend upon

the-creation of a machine file of citations, and since this is

necessarily a lengthy procedure It was decided to underytake some of

the counting Operition-involired in. producing, for example, a frequency

list of cited titles, by hand; It has seemed desirable to begin

anklyslis of the data find tO:rePOrt stale of the findings as quickly

as possible, especially in view of the speed at which developments
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are taking place regarding social science information services and

policies. One major development in the very near future will be the

publication in 1973.by ISI of*Social Science Citation Index (SSCI).

An important decision facing ISI has been the coverage of social

science journal titles in the SSCI. DISISS has had contact with

ISI in this connection.

Some of the work now in progress includes: (a) calculation

of ratio of cited serial to cited monographs;, (b) compilation of

list of cited journals; (c) compilation of list of cited authors;

(d) preliminary work on citation data for use in clustering; and

(e) creation of a machine file of citations.

3.8 Completion of data collection

When the citation data gathered at Easter 1972, together with

the citations gathered in the pilot study and those taken from ISI

files, have been collated, a total of approximately 52,000 citations

will exist in the file. About two-fifths of these citations will be

to monographs.

It is planned to collect citations from about another 36

journal titles: 21 journals on the list given in Appendix 15 were not

included in the Easter 1972 data collection and 15 are taken from a

list of foreign language titles given in Appendix 16, judged by a social

science librarian to be important and frequently used. The 1970 issues

will be used.

When data collection is completed, a file of approximately

70,000 citations from about 135 source journals will be available.
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APPENDIX la

DISISS - CITATION DAT* COLLECTION SISIT (Pilot study)

(1) SOURCE IDENTIFICATION CODE
LEAVE MANE

(2) FULL TRANSCRIPTION OF CITATION (Include connective phrasing where explanatory)

(3) FORM OF OCCURRENCE OF CITATION

Footnote
List El

Text 0
Other (specify)

LEAVE BLANK

(4) TIMES (2) OCCURS IN SOURCE

AUTHORS

(5) AUTHOR(S)/PERSON/S)/BODY RESPONSIBLE FOR ITEM CONTENT

(6) NUMBER OF AUTHORS

ITEM

(7) TITLE OF CITED ITEM (e.g. article/chapter/book, etc.)

(8) FORM OF CONTENT OF CITED ITEM (7)

Article- 6atiatics Conf. Proc.
Bibliography , kviiiiii 'isriiiiiiiiitikai'
Chapter - Index RoVisw article_
-Monograph NOSpaper Lavf-repost
Report Book rafts, Other,(0P0c10)



(9) SUBZSCT OF (7) (Assessment; from list in manual)

"..
(10) LANGUAGE Or (7)

DOCUMENT

(11) TIME OF CITED DOCUMENT (e.g. of journal/monograph; may be
the same as cited item)

.

(12) FORM OF CITED DOCUMENT/MEDIA

Periodical journal
Monograph/Non-serial publ.
Repoft (serial) ...
Thesis
Bibliography
Statistics
Index to Reath:MU **

....J

Year Book _ ' "

Fined-period-report
Abstract /Index

Contents/Accessions list
Book review
Newspaper

INEM

..

1

7..

..

..

..

Conference Proc.
Legal/legislation
Cases/case notes

MOB/Archives
Unpublished
Personal contact
Patent

Printout
Cartographic
Data bank
Audio Visual
Opinion Poll

II

11

li

(13) DATE (Year)

(14) LANGUAGE OF DOCUMENT COUNTRY (If-identifiable)

(15) SUBJECT FIELD (Assessment; from list in manual)

ADDITIONAL

.

.
.,..0

,

DATA COLLECTOR ,,,
.

'-f



1

Record number

Il
1

Authors of source item

Source code

Id I I

APPENDIX lb

Citation Record 72

DISISS CITATION RECORD 72
Year Volume First page no.IIIIIIIIIMIi11111111

:2 3

3 3

Authors of cited item

4 4

4 4

Title of cited document

a Form of cited document

Journal

Monograph

A

Year of pub. of wed doe.

Code

Report

Newspaper 1

C

0

Vol. no. of cited doe. (if any)

81 1 1

Conference Proc. E

Legal & Legislation F

Page numbers of cited items

Government Pub.

Unpublished H

Other J

191_1 I I 1-1- 1 1

Type of citation Code

Citation taken from journal
Citation taken from monograph
Citation to journal

Citation to monograph

Green card
Orange card
Corner "off"
Corner "on"



APPENDIX 2

Summary of weighting values obtained for social
science serials

The following notes describe the calculation of weighting values

and serve to assist in the interpretation of the data presented in the

table.

2'

Subject classification

The classification has been derived from Dewey/UDC and is akin to

the scheme used by Woodworth (1970) for the social sciences. The classi-

fication in WLOSSP and Ulrich has been made broadly compatible with Dewey/

UDC. For convenience, 21 subject headings, based on the general schemes

above, have been used in this exercise.

Serial populations

(i) Woodworth (1970). Lists current British serials/journals in

classified order. N = 872 social sciences titles.

(ii) WLOSSP (1966). N = 1321 social sciences titles. The 142

subject indexing terms in WLOSSP were allocated between the
21 subject headings. The subject distribution of references
to journal titles in _the subject index was calculated. On

average-each journal title is referred to under two subject
terms-and in all, 2598 references to journals are made in the
subject index, this being approximately twice the mater of
unique journal titles. recorded. In making a subject distri-
bution of 1321 journal titles the average distribution of
references to journals from the subject index is assumed.
The distribution derived by this method is crude but adequate.

(iii) Ulrich (1970). Current serials in a classified listing with
world-wide coverage. N = 10923 social science titles.

(iv) CLOSSS. 100.titles selected at random from CLOSSS data base.

Method of calculating proportions of classes.(columas 1-5)

This calculation produces the weighting of titles in each subject:

No. of titles in each subject class

N social sciences titles

x 100



Applying this formula to the serial populations gives the values in

columns 1, 2 and 3; these values are used in calculating the values in columns

columns 4 and 5. The values (columns 1 to 4) were originally calculated

to 3 places of decimals, but are given here as whole numbers, by rounding

up and moving the decimal one place to the right.

e.g. 0.915 = 9; 5.538 = 55, etc.

Columns 6 and 7 contain values based on a random sample of titles from

CLOSSS.

Weights for sampling (columns 8-12)

The values given, based on data in columns 1-4, provide possible

distributions of serial titles across subject classes. Data on serials

in philosophy, history,, area studies and "general" serials was not,used

in calculation of sampling weights, manly because it would have created

further bias.

Columns 8, 9 and 10 give distribution values for samples of various

size (sample size depending on the proportion of titles which remain in

the particular serial population after excluding titles in the classes

mentioned above). In column 11 a- mean is calculated from values in

columns 8, 9 and 10; the mean values are expressed as X ratio equivalent

to a percentage; in column 12 the same procedure is repeated on the

random sample from CLOSSS.

Interpretation,

The values derived are very crude. It is not possible to make any

absolute dii4ct coMparisons'fting to the varied nature of the original
. _

samplinuframes. At best, inspection of the values gives a relative idea

of subject Lattering, perhaps best summarized in the arithmetic-mean in

column 4 and in the mean sampling weights (column 11) and CLOSSS derived

sampling weight (column 12).
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(i) Sources of data

1
Woodworth, D. Guide to current British Journals, London, Library
Association, 1970.

2
WLOSSP: World list of social science periodicals, Paris; UNESCO, 1966.

3
Ulrich's international periodicals directory, New York, Hawker, 1970.

4
CLOSSS: Check List of Social Science Serials.

5
Four library science titles drawn in sample not included.

(ii) Column values

Column

1

2

3

4

5

8

10

11

12

Source

Woodworth

WLOSSP

Ulrich

Mean (n) of cols.
1, 2 and 3

Mean (;) of cols.
1, 2 and 3

CLOSSS

CLOSES

Woodworth

WLOSSP

Ulrich

Mean (n) of cols.
1, 2' and 3

CLOSSS

Units

Percentage ratios converted
to whole numbers

Percentage ratios converted
to whole numbers

Percentage ratios converted
to whole numbers

Percentage ratios converted
to whole numbers

Values from col. 4 expressed
as ratio of 1

Distribution of titles from
CLOSSS (n = 98)

Values (from col. 6) expressed
as ratio of 1

Distribution values for drawing
a sample of 75 titles, belied on
ratios in col. 1

Distribution valuta for drawing
a sample of 94 titles, based on
ratios in col. 2

Distribution values for drawing
a sample of 94 titles, based on
ratios in col. 3

Distribution values for drawing
a sample of 101 titles, based on
ratios in col. 4

Distribution values for drawing a
sample of 100 titles, based on
ratios in col. 6



APPENDIX 3

Core Jcurnals identified by social science librarians (arranged by libraries contacted).

1. British Library of Political and Economic Science

American economic review
Current sociology
Economica
Environment anti planning
Lloyds bank review
New Society
Review of economics and statistics
Urban studies

2. British Institute. of Management

Harvard Businets Review
Pektonnel-intanagement_
Financial TiMet--
.Managementioday
Industrial management
The Director ---
Management decision
Business administration

3. Department of the Environment

Municipal journal
Local government chronicle
Town and-country planning
New Society
Journal of = the Royal Town Planning Institute
Local government finance
Municipal review
Rural district review
Economist
Economic trends
Department of Imployinent and Productivity Gazette
Trade and InthistrY

4. Department of Trade and Industry

Business economics
Oxford economic` spew
JoUrnal of Wait ude I
Journal of intirnitiona
Western economic_-
Quorterliq oUir

:Conant=
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5. Royal Geographical Society

Geograpl4cal journal
Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers
Scottish geographical magazine
Geography
Economic geography
Geographical review
Tijdschrift voor economische en sociale geografie
Geografiska annaler-

6. Royal Institute of International Affairs

American journal of international law
Foreign affairs
International affairs
International- journal
International organisation
Orbis
Wadd today
Economist
Far eastern economic review
West Africa
U.S. News and world report

Royal Institute of Public Administration

Public administration
Political quarterly
Parliamentary affairs
Public administration review
Political studies
Planning
PAC Bulletin
O & M Bulletin.

8. Royal Town Planning Institute

Journal of the American Institute of Planners
Journal of the Boyd Town Planning Institute
Town and country planning
Regional studies
Urban stud*
Town planning review
Journal ,of planning and prIperty-law
Erwironnient and planning _,, ,_
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9. Tavistock Institute of Human Relations

Psychology

Behavioral Science
Brit. J. Psychology
Genetic Psychology Monogr.
J. Abnormal Psychology
J. General Psychology
J. Genetic Psychology
J. Personality
J. Personality and Soc. Psychology
J. Psychology

Social Psychology

Brit. J. Soc. & Clin. Psychology
J. Social Issues
J. Social Psyche; logy
Sociometry

Child Psychology and Psychiatry

Child Development
Developmental Psychology
J. Amer. Acad. Child Psychiatry
J. Child Psychology and Psychiatry
Merrill-Palmer Quart.

Psychiatry

Amer. J. Orthopsychiatry
Amer. J. Psychiatry
Amer. J. Psychotheraw
Arch. General Psychiatry
Brit. J. Medical Psychology
Mt. J. Psychiatry
J. Nervous and Mehtal Disease
Psychiatric Quart.
Psychiatry

Psychoanalysis

Int. J. Psychoanalysis
J. Amer. Psychoanalysis Assoc.
Psychoanalytic Quart.

Occupational Psychology

Admin. Science Quart.
J. Applied Behave Science
J. Applied Psychology
Occupational Psychology
Psnonnel Psychology
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Sociology

Amer. J. Sociology
Amer. Sociological Review
Brit. J. Sociology
Social Forces
Social Problems
Sociological Review
Sociology

Social Work

Brit. J. Social Work
Social Casework
Social Service Review
Social Work (NY)
Social Work Today

General

Family Process
HUman Organisation
Human Development
Human Relations
Social Science and Medicine
Social Science Information

10. University of London. Institute-of Advanced Legal Studies

American journal of international law
British tax review
Britiskyearbook of international law
Cambridge law journal
International. and comparative law quarterly
Journal of -buLiness law
Law quarterly review
Modern NW review
New law journal
Public law
Solicitors journal

11. University of London. Institute of Historicct Research

English historical review
Bulletin of the Institute of Historical Research
Economic- history' review
Past end Present
Hiltoricalijournol
History _

Journal of British Studies



5.

12. University of London. Institute of Education

British journal of educational psychology
British journal of educational studies
British journal of educational technology
Child development
Educational review
Educational research
Harvard educational review
International review of education
Journal of curriculum studies
Trends in education



APPENDIX 4

Source journals used in pilot study and statistical summary of coverage

Journal Title and
Subject

SOCIOLOGY

American J. of Sociology

American Sociological Review

Archives Europienes de
Sociologic

British J of Sociology

Sociological Review

ECONOMICS

Economic Journal

Economica

Revue Economique

POLITICS

American Political Science
Review.

Australian J of Politics and
History.

Parliamentary Affairs

Year No. citations
gathered

No. articles
inspected

1950 182 16
1959 106 6*
1968 91 7

1950 37 3*

1960 84 4
1968 92 4*

1950 111 7
1960 174 9
1968 232 8

1960 50 5*
1969 132 6

19:0 105 7
1960 92 12
1969 98 3*

1950 71 8
1960 157 9
1970 63 10

1950 123 18
1960 144 13
1969 134 14

1950 100 7*

1960 265 16
1969 77 1*

1950 15 14
1960 92 14
1969 60 10



PSYCHOLOGY

American Psychologist 1950
1960

British J of Psychology 1950
1960
1970

Psychologische Forschung 1950
1959

ANTHROPOLOGY

American Anthropologist

CRIMINOLOGY

British J of Criminology

1950
1960
1969,

1960
1969

SOCIAL SERVICES

Social Service Quarterly 1950
1960
1970

2.

97 43
31 2*

52 6
180 12
258 18

180 4
241 4

88 8
400 25
16 1*

115 17
158 12

60 17
104 15
50 8

* Data collection left incomplete.



APPENDIX 5

otes on sampling of source journals

The problem is to generate a random sample of about 15,000 citations from the

source material. The size of the sample is restricted by considerations of cost, but it

cannot be known in advance of the study the exact number of sources that can be covered.

Probably the easiest way to do this is to generate a multi-stage sample, taking as

the first stage a simple random sample of journals from within which, at the second stage,

a cluster sample of citations is derived by taking all citations from- articles chosen from the

journals by systematic random sampling. The reason for this is that although, it is easy
, -_

to generate the first stage sample ofjOUrnalibefore-fieldviOrk not possible;

without further preliminary work afterthefirst stage, to geriercite a sampling frame-for

non-systematic sampling at the second-stage.

(n)

of

As set out above, the proCedure is relatively simple. A simple random ,sample of

journals is generated from the source list; a decision is taken about the proportion (7)

articles to be sampled, and the fieldworker is given the journal identifications and

asked to record all citations for the ith (where it is a random number between 1 and r)

article and every rth article thereafter in each journal.

It is now necessary to find the values of (n) and..(r) required to generate a sample

of 15,000 citations: this involves,an estimate of the average number of articles per journal

and the_average number of-citations per article, and further, an indication of the accuracy

of these estimates.

On the basis of citation data from 4 articles from each of 31 journals:
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We can be 95% confident that

Average no. of articles/journal = 41.77 - 6.76

Average no. of citations/article = 22.74
+- 4.26

We can be 75% confident that

Average no. of articles/journal = 41.77 3.88

Average no.. of citations/article = 22.74 +- 1.47

If N numb3r of citations generated, x average no. of articles/journal x ay. no. of

citations per article = N

i.e. We are approx. 90% confident that

n x (41.77 - 6.76) x (22.74 - 4.26) = Nc

rearranging: 90% confident that:

Nc < n
1,3M1 r

for Nc = 15,000

11.454 :2 23.18

or 56% Confident that

N n
c

Nc

MDT r

13.5 C < 18.6

Since most variations appear to occur at the first stage (i.e. citations vary more

between journals than within them) it wouldieem wise to cut possible error by taking n

reta0ely large.

n > 50
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Taking r = 4

90% confident that 45.8 4e-. n i. 92.72

56% II u

taking r = 3

54 ';'.-4:. n 74.4....<

90% confident that

56% confident that

34.35 < n C.. 69.5

40.5 LS n 55.8

Having chosen r we do not need a rigid choice of n since, by arranging our
1..

list of 144 journals in random order.we= can increase our number of first stage journals

merely by taking the next journal on the list and every rth article in it until tame and
.......

.money run out.



APPENDIX 6a

Journals ranked by no. of times cited, excluding
self-citationm, from data collected summer 1971

ro. Journal title No. of times No. of calf citations
(where relevant)cited

1 American Sociological Review 68 2

2 Journal of Experimental Psychology 39

3 Economic Journal 33 29
4 Zeitschrift ffir Angewandte Psychologie 31

5 Psychological Review 30

6 Review of Economic Studies 25

7 Psychology Bulletin 24
-0 American Journal of Sociology 23 18

9 Journal of Abnormal && Social Psychology 23
10 Journal of Political Economy 23

11 Americal Journal of Psychology 22
12 Social Forces 22
13 Nature 20
14 American Economic-Review 19
15 Quarterly Journal of EXperimental Psychology 19
16 Science 17
17 Econametrica 15
18 Journal of comparative & physiological

psychology 15
19 2Conomie Appliquee
20 Economist 14

21 Journal of Personality 14
22 Economica 13 25
23 Journal of the Royal Statistical Society 13
24 Africa 11

25 Atiministrative Science Quarterly 11

26 British Jobinal of Delinquency 11

27 Journal of Verbal Learning & Verbal
Behaviour 11

28 British Journal of the Philosophy of Science 10
29 Review of Economics &Statistics 10
30 Public Opinion Quarterly 9

31 Quarterly Journal of Economics 0

32 American Journal of dithopsychiatry
33 Archiv fur Psychololie 6

34 ranadian Journal of Economics and Political.
Science 8

35 ...and Development , 8
36 Human 8
37 Journal of consulting & clinical psychology 8
38 Medical Economics 8
39 Psychol. Arbeiten 8

40 Psychoncmic Science 8

0

41 lissue.VEcnnomle Politique 8

42 -American Antiquity 7
43 InternatiOal Journal of Social Psychiatry 7



- 2 -

No. journal title No. of times No. of self citations
cited .1.ci, relevant

44 Journal of Genetic Psychology 7

45 Journal of Neurophysiology 7

46 Journal of Psychology 7

47 Journal of Social Psychology 7

48 Manchester School 7

49 Psychiatry 7
50 Psychological Monographs 7

51 Zeitschr" : far &perimentelle and Angswandte
Psychology.(-: 7

52 American Anthropologist 6

53 American Journal of Psychiatry - 6

54 American Political Science Review 6

55 Journal of Mental Science 6

56 Monthly Labour Review 6

57 Sooiometry 6

58 Sovetskaia Etnografiia 6

59 Acta Psychologica . 5
60 American` Psychologist 5

61 British Journal of Sociology 5

62 Canadian journal of Psychology 5

63 Current notes 5

64 Etudes et Conjunctures 5

65 Historische Zeitsdhrift 5

C66 Journal of American Folklore 5=
67 Journal of Applied. Psychology 5

68 Journal of Medical Education 5

69 Journal of Social_issues 5

70 Journal of the American Medical Association 5

71 Oceania 5
72 Oxford Economic Papers 5
73 Psychological Reports 5

74 Sociolbgical Review 5
75 World Politics 5
76 Archives de Psychologie 4
77 Archiv fur die Gesaite Ptychologie 4
78 Archives Etropeennes de Sociologic, 4
79 British Journal of Educational Psydholog- 4
80 Bulletin of the British Psychological Society 4

81 Cambridge Journal 4
82 China Digest 4
83 Genetic Psychology Monographs 4
84 Amen Relations 4

85 Journal Acoust. Soc..Am., 4
86 Journe of the American Statistical

Association 4
87 Journal of Couiparative Psychology 4
88 Jo Urnsl of the Simi Society 4
89 Pacific Sociological Review - ' 4
90 Philosophical Studies 4

91 Population Studies
s

4
92 Revue drEconomie Politique' 4

61

11

18

14

4
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NO. Journal title No. of times No. of self citations
(Where relevant)cited

93 Revue ltancaise de Science Politique 4
94 Review of Religious Research 4
95 Rorsdhadhiana 4
96 Social Problems 4
97 Social Service Quarterly 4 4
93 Yale Law Journal 4
99 American Behavioural Scientist 3
100 Annie Sociologique 3

101 Archiv Mr Sozial Wissenschaft und.
Sozialpolitik 3

102 Archiv far P'rchiatrie and Nervenkrankheiten 3

103 Australian 14 dew Zealand Journal of Sociology 3

104 Behaviour 3
105 'Birmingham Journal 3
106 Brain 3
107 Eduo. Psychol. Measure 3
106 Foreign Affairs 3
109 Geographical Review 3
110 Giornale Deli Bconominti 3

111 Industr. Psychotechn. 3
112 Jodrnal of Mcperimental Education 3
113 Japanese Psychological Research 3
114 Journal.e.Nducation21 Psychology 3
115 Jeurnal of Educiational Sociology 3
116 Journal of Marketing 3
117 Journal of Philosophy 3
118 Lancet 3
119 National Institute Economic Review 3
120 Neue Psyohol. stud. 3

121 New Society 3
122 Occupational Psychology 3
123 Perceptual to Motor Skills 3
124 Philoso§4 of Science 3
125 Praktische Psychologie 3
126 Psychologisdhe lbrschung 3 15
127 Psychologisdhe Mundschwa 3
128 Pdblic Administration 3
129 Revue Internationale du Travail 3
130 Revue 201itique et Parlementaire 3

131 Rhodes4ivingetone Papers 3
132 Scottish Journal of- Political EC 3
133 _SociOlogioal Quarterly 3
134 Mama- Con 3
135 Transactions of the,American Phil ophical

Society 3
136 Viertiljahmsehrift wise. Philos. soz. 3
137 Vietteljahmsehrift Wiss. Philos. 3
138 Zeitedbrift_tirtck4gogik Psych-a,' 3
139 Acta- Pbyeiologica Scsuldinavies -J 2

140 Actalliti Eicenolique Financiers 2



Journal title, No. of times No. of self citations
cited (where relevant)

141 Adult Education 2

142 American Mae= of Natural History
Anthropological Papers 2

143 Annales (Economies, Socials, Civilisations) 2

144 Annals 2

145 Annals of Mathematical Statistics 2

146 Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences 2

147 Analyse et Prevision 2

148 Anthropological Papers 2

149 Architectural Record 2

150 Australian Outlook 2

151 Australian Quarterly 2

152 Betrieb 2

153 Biometrics 2

154 British Journal of,Criminology 2 6

155 British Journal Of Medical-Paydholoc, 2

156 British Journal of Psychiatry IP

157 British Journal of Psychology 2 40
158 British-JOurna of Psychology Monogr.

Supplement- 2

159 Bulletin -of the Orfila Institute of Statistics2
160 Ads= of American Ethnology Bulletin 2

161 Cahiers Internationaux 2

162 Cahiers Internationamt de Sociologic 2

163 Canadian Journal of Corrections 2

164 Character and Personality - 2

165. China Weekly Review 2
166 Chinese Economic Journal 2

167 Colliery Guardian - 2

168 Cava: hive Studies in Society and History 2

169 Current Sociology 2

170 Daedalus 2

171 Economic Record 2

172 Bkommiskaldsskrift 2

173 Mayers Mkgmtine 2

174 Electroencephslography and. Clinical
Neuropilysiology 2

175 Encounter 2

176 Erkenntnis 2

177 Esprit 2
178 Esgenios Quarterly 2
179 Graphologia 2
180 Harvard Educational Review 2

181 Harvard Law Savior 2
182 Human !!actors 2
183 Lammtnite 2

184 Industrial AsIabour Relations ReviOw 2
185 International journal of Comparative

Sociology 2

186 journal for the Scientific Study of Religion 2
187 ;mina of Clinical Psychology . 2

188 journal of Mathematical Psychology 2

189 journal of .Negro Education 2

190 = Amnia of Bauxology, Neurosurgery and
Psychiatry 2
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No. Journal title ITo. of times Uo. of self citations
cited (where relev.12-tt)

191 Journal of the Operations Research Society
of America 2

192 Journal of the Ont. Society of America
,
4

193 Kriterion n
..

194 Zyklos n
,.

195 Lansuace
,
4

196 Les Temps I1odernes 2

197 Listener 2

198 London t: Cambridce Edonomic Bulletin 2

199 Medical Journal of Australia 2

200 Nation 2 C--- -a

201 Opinion Deus , 2

202 Proceedings of the Aristotelian Soc. 2

203 PsYchologie Review 2

204 Psychologia 2

205 Psydhoanal. Stud.. Child 2

206 Psychosomatic Nedicine 2

207 -bile Administration Review 2

208 kublications of the American Statistical
Asseciation 2

-209 Review 2

210 Review of Economic Statistics

211 Revue Internationale de Sociologie 2

212 Scandinavian Journal of Psychology 2

213 School & Society 2

214 Schrift 2

215 Sewanee Review 2

216 Skand. Arch. Physiol. 2

217 Social 22 Economic Studies 2

218 Social Work 2

219 Survey of Current Business 2

220 Time 2.,

221 Transports 2

222 Zeitsdhrift far MensChetkunde 2



APPENDIX loa (continued)

After the ranked list of the 222 journals cited twice or more in the pilot study

had been compiled, further editing of the list of journal titles was undertaken, in order

to identify journals that had divided, ceased publication, changed title, etc. Also,

work on the citations to non-journal material gathered in the pilot study showed that some

citations had been wrongly class:fled as non-journal citations, and these were subsequenti,-

added to the ranked list of cited titles. The result are given on the following pages.

These additions have made little difference-to the rank order of cited titles, but they are

reported, partly for accuracy,. and partly because it was this list from which journals

were teen for sources in the main citation study. Only the first 52 most frequently

cited journals are giver; -the remaining part of the frequency list was not affected -by

--the-editorial work and the addition of titles.



Journals ranked by no. of time citslirleart itudy (amended list, first 52 only)

Rork Journal Title No. time: Commenter0
1 American Sociological Review 68
2 J.- Experimental Psychology 39
3 Economic Journal 33
4 Zeitschrift Mr. (Ange Woodle) Psychologie 31
5 Psychological Review 31
6 Review of Economic Studies 25 .-...:
7 Psychological Bulletin 25
8 American J. of Psychology 25 , ---

9 J. of Abnormal fend Social) Psichology 24 Now 2 journals see
no. 30.

10 American J. of Sociology 23
11 J. of Political Economy 23
12 Social Forces .. n

Natiiii 20 Not Social science
13 Amoricar. economic Review 19
14 Q. J. of Experimental PsyclOogy 19

Science 17 Not social science
15 J. of Comparative and Rysiological Psychology 17
16 Econometrica
17 Economie Appliquie 14

Economist 14 Not a journal ( ?)
18 J. of Personality 14
19 Economica 13
20 J. of the Royal Statistical Society .._ 13 Series A general
21 British J. of Criminology . 13 Includes Brit. J. of

Delinquency
22 Africa
23 Review of Economics and Statistics 12
24 Revue d'Economie Politique 12
25 Administrative Science Quarterly 11

26 J. cif Verbal Leaning and Verbal Behaviour 11

British J. of the Philosophy of Science 10 Not social science
27 Q. J. of Economics 10
28 Pliblic Opinion Quarterly 9
29 British J. of Psychiatry 9 Includes Journal of

Mental Science
30 J. of Social Psychology r 9

J. of the American Medical Association 9 Not social science
Medical economics 9 Not social science
American J. of Orthopsychiatry 8
ArChiv Mr Psychologie 8
Archlifes de Psychologie 8
Canadian J. of Economics (and Political Science) 8 Now 2 journals
Child Development 8
Human Organisation 8

12



3.

37
38
39
40
41

is of Consulting and Clinical Psycholof /
\ J. of Genetic Psychology

Psychologische Arbeiten
Psychcmornic Science
American Antiquity

8
8
8
8
7 ,....1,

42 American Political Science Review 7 _1

43 China Digest 7
44 Canadian J. of Psychology 7
45 American Psychologist 7
46 International J. of Social Psychiatry 7

J. of Neuropilsiology 7 Not social science
47 J. of Psychology 7
48 Manchester c -hoof of Econar.:c and Social Studies 7
49 Monthly Labor Review 7
50 Psychiatry , 7

Psychological Monographs 7 Now supplement to
American Psychologist

51 Zeitschrift Mr Experimentelle and Angewandte
Psychologie 7

52 American Anthropologist 6



APPENDIX 6b

Pilot Study: Summary of Results

Source
Total

citations
gathered

Citations
, /article

Self
, citation

Self Citations
as percentage
of total citations

, Number of .
times cited by
other source journal:

.

American Anthropologist 504 15 61 12 6

American J. of Sociology 379 9 18 5. 23

American Political Science
Review 100 14 11 11 6

Anierican Psychologist 128 3 18 14 5

American Sociological Review 37 12 2 5 68

Archives Europienes de
Sociologie 176 22 - - 4

Australian J. of Politics
and History 342 20 7 2 -

British J. of Criminology 273 9 6 2 2

British J. of Psychology '490 13 40 8 2

British J. of Sociology 517 21 14 3 5

Economics 291 10 25 8 13

Economic Jcurnol 295 13 29 10 33

Parliamentary Affairs 167 4 3 2 -

Psychologische Forschung 421 52 15 3 3

Revue Econonique 401 9 19 4 -

Social ServicS, Quarterly 214 5 4 2 2

Sociological Review 182 16 4 2 5

TOTALS 4918 406 276 176
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APPENDIX 7

Alphabetical list of cited journals (pilot study)

Title No. of times Self citations (for
cited source jnls only).

The Accountant 1

Acta Geographica 1

Acta Physiologica Scandinavica 2

Acta Psycholo 5
Acta Soc. sci. tenn. 1

Actual ite' Economique & Financiere 2.
Adatrechtbundels 1

Administrative Science Quarterly 11

Adult Education 2

Advances in child health and behaviour - 1

Advocate 1

American historical review 1

Aerospace medicine 1

America Indigena" 1

American J. of Optom. 1

Africa 12

Afroanierica 1

American anthropologist 6 62

American Ann. deaf 1

American Antiquity 7
American Behavioral Scientist 3
American conference on admissions, counsellors'

journal 1

American economic asso /Hon papers and

ProFeedi ngS 1

American Economic Revile 19
American J. of Orthopsych. y 8
American journal of physical anthropology 1

Americqn J. of Psychiatry'
American J. of Psychology 25
American J. of Sociology 23 19

American Magazine 1

American Mercury 1

American Museum journal 1

American Museum of Natural History
Anthropological papers 2

American Political Science Review 7 11

American Psychologist 7 19

American Scientist - 1

American SociolOgical Review 70
Ammunition 1

Analyse et Prevision 2

Ann. d. Philos. (1926) 1

Annales de giographie
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Anna les de l'Ueversid de Paris
Anna les do Mines

?Anna les (Economies, Societes, Civilisations)
Anna li di economics
Anna li- .

Annals of Mathematical Statistics

1

1

2
1

2
2

Annals of the American academy of political and
social science 2

Annals of the H,totsubashi academy 1

fro's of the New York Academy of Sciences 2
L'Annam nouveau (Hanoi) 1

Anne Sociologique . 3
Annual review of psychology 1

-Anthropologica 1

Anthropological Papers z., 2
The Antiseptic (Madras) 1

Architectural forum 1

Architectural Record 2
Arch; of. philos. 1

Arch..-gen. psychiatry 1

Arch. physiol. . 1

Archly -far die Gesamte Psychologie 4
ArChiv far Psychiatrie und Nervenkrankheiten 3
Archiv-fur Psychologie q
Archiv far Soiial Wissenschaft und Sozialpolitik 3
Archives de philosophic du droit,et de sociologic .._

juridique 1

Archives de Psychologie 6
Archives Europiennes de Sociologic 4
Archiva scientific° 1

Arts et Manufactures 1

Australian & New Zealand.J. of Sociology 3
Australian J. of Education 1

Australian Journal of Politics and History 0 7
Australian Outlook 2
Australian P.S.A. 'News 1

Australian Quarterly 2
B.A.C.H. Newsletter 1

B.B. Gazette (scouts. 1906) 1

Bantu studies 1

The Bazaar, or literary & scientific repository (1823) 1

Behaviour 3
Ber. Deutsche Graph. 1

Betrieb 2
Bijdragen tot de tool -, land-, en volker.kunde 1

Biometrics 2
Biometrika 1

Birmingham Journal 3
Birmingham Monthly Argus 1

Brain 3
British J. of Addiction 1

British Journal of Criminology 2 6
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British Journal of Delinquency 11

British Journal of Educational Psychology 4
British Journal of Medical Psychology 3

British J. of Psychiatric social work 1

British Journal of PsyChiatry 2
British Jo urnal of Psychology 2 41

British Journal of Psychology Monogr. pplement 2

British Journal of Sociology 6 a 15

British Jourre F the Philosophy of Science 10

Brooklyn Law Review 1

Bulletin de la societe internationale de ciiminOlogie 1

Bulletin of Narcotics 1

Bulletin of the American Muieum of natural history 1

Bulletin of the British Psychu:agical Society 4
Bulletin of the Menninger clinic 1

. Bulletin of the N.Y. Academy -of Medicine 1

Bulletin of the Oxford Institute of Statistics 2

Bulletin of the world health Organitation 1

Bureau of,AMerican Ethnology-Bulletin 2

Businest Weekly 1

Colliers de la rrepublique 1

Cahiers du- centre de recherches d'etudes des-chefs
d'enterpkises 1

Cahiers Internationaux 2
Cahiersinternationaux de Sociologie 2

Cambridge historical journal 1

Cambridge journal 4
Canadian Journal of Corrections 2
Canadian historical review 2

Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science 8
Canadian Journal of Psychology 7
Caribbean Affairs 1

Case conference 1

Catholic World 1

Character and Personality 2

Child Development 8

Child Welfare 1

Child welfare league bulletin 1

China critic 1

China Digest 7
China Weekly Review 2

Chinese-EConomic Journal 2

Chinese social and political science review 1

bastion Century 1

Cognitive psychology 1

College and University 1

Colliers 1

Colliery Guardian 2
The Colonial review 1

Commentary 1

Commerce News 1

Common Ground 1

Comparative Studies in Society and History 2

1



Contemporary psychology 1

Cortex 1

Crime and correction, law and contemporary problems 1

Crime and Delinquency 1

Crisis 1

Critique 1

Current anthropology 1

Current Notes 5
Current Sociology 2
Daedalus 2
Demography 1

Deutsche Literatur-Zeitung 1

Deutsche_Zeitschrift fro die gesamte
gerichtliche Medizin

Diagnostica 1

Digest Nemo!. Psychkrt. 1

Diogenes
Diplomate 1

Discovery:- 1

District-Bank Review 1

Dokl. Akad. Redag. Nauk. RSFSR 1

Econometrica 15

Econornic development and cultural change 1

Economic history review 1

Economic Journal 33
Economic Record 2
Economic Weekly (of Bombay). 2
Economica 13

Economics trends 1

Econornie-,Appliqurfe 14
Economic it humanisme 1

Economist 14

De L. Jnornist 1

Edinburgh Review 1

Educ: Psycho!. Measure 3
Educational record 1

Educ. res. 1

Educ. rev. 1

Sconomisk Tidsskrift 3
Electroencephalography and Clinical

Neurophysiology 2
Elementary Schools J. 1

Encounter 2
Ergonomics 1

ants s 2
Es, 2
Eth- 1

Etudes et Conioncture: 5
Eugenics Quarterly 2
Eugenics Review 1

Europe
Foreign Affairs 3
Fortschr.p., nhoi. 1 ,
Fortune 2



Foundation (S.A.) 2

France - Asie
Garden citiesiand town planning 1

Genetic Psychology" Monographs 4
Geographical Journal 1

Geographical Review 3

Geographical studies 1

Gestion 1

Giornale Degl i Economisti 3

Grapholog M.N. 2

Grazier's Review (Brisbane) ' 1

Harpers Magazine 2

Harvard Educational Review 2

Harvard Law Review 2

Historical Studies in Australia and New Zealand 1

Historische Zeitschrift 5
Hommes et Mandes 1

Hommes it techniques 1

Human Factors 2

Human Organisation 8

Human Relations 5

L' Humaniti 2

Illustrafed London News 1

Indust, Psychotechn. 3
Industrial & Labour Relations Review 2

Industrial I nformation Bulletin 1

Information Radica le -Soo ia I iste
Information Retrieval 1

Internationa Affairs 1

Internationa Economic Review 1

Internationa Journal of American Linguistics
Internationa J. of Comparative Sociology 2

I nternationa J. of Opinion and Attitude Research 1

Internationa J. of Psycho-analysis 1

Interactions J. of Social Psychiatry 7
Internationa Social Science Bulletin 1

Isis 1

Jahrbuch Charakterol. 1

Jana (Ceylon) 1

Japanese Psychological Research 3
Jewish J. F -:ology 1

John Marsha.. Law Quarterly 1

Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion 2

J. of Abnormal & Social Psychology 24
J. of African Administration
Journal of American Folklore 5
Journal of Applied Psychology 5
J. of Aud. Res. 1

J. Child Psychol. Psychiat. 1

J. Clinical Psychology 2

Comp. Neural. 1

of Comparative Psychology 4
J. of Comparative & Physiological Psychology 17
Journal of Consulting & Clinical Psychology 8



6.

J. of Counselling psychology 1

J. of Criminal law and criminology (SI) 3

J. of Criminal law, criminology & police science 1

Journal of Educational Psychology 3

J. Educ. res. 1

J. of Educational Sociology 3
J. Exp. Child psychol. 1

Journal. of E. perimental Education 3
of Experimental Psychology ,39

J. of Farm Economics 1

Journal of Genetic Psychology 8
J. of Higher Education 1

J. of Industrial Relations 1

J. of Librarianship 1

,Journal of Marketing 3

J. of Mathematical Psychology 2
J. of Medical Education 5
Journal of Mental Science 7
Journal of =Negro Education 2

J. Nerv. mant. dis. 2

J. of Neurology, Neurosurgery and Psychiatry 3

J. of Neurophysiology 7
J. of Peace Research 1

J. of Personality 14

Journal of Philosophy 3
Journal of Political Economy 23
Journal of Psychology 7
J. Psychol . norm. path. 1

J. of Public administration 1

Journal of Public ',1ealth 1

Journal of Social Psychology 9
Journal of Social Issues 5
J. Speech and Hearing Disorders 1

J. of verbal learning and verbal behaviour 11

J. of the Acoustical Society of America 4
Journal of the kierican Medical Association 9
J. of the American Museum of Natural History 1

J. of the American Statistical Association 4
Journal of the British Medical Association 1

J. of the Dental Association of S.A. 1

J. of the Engineer's Guild 1

J. of the History of ideas 1

J. of the Louisiana State.Medical Society 1

Journal of the Operations Research Society of America 2
J. of the Opt. Society of America 2
J. of the Royal Anthrop. Institute 1

J: of the Royal Society of Arts 1

Journal of the Royal Statistical Society 13
Journal of the Siam Society 4
J. of the Society for ind. & applied maths. 1

Jouinal of the Washington Academy of Science 1

Kolner Z.* Soziologie and Sozialpsychologie 1

Kolonial e R undschisu 1

Kriterion 2
Kroeber Anthropological Society Papers 1



7.

Kyklos 2

Labor News Letter 1

Lancet 4
Land Economics 1

Language 2

Les Temps Modernes 2

Lignar Science J. 1

Listener 3

Lloyds Bank Review 1

London & Cambridge Economic Bulletin 2

L.Q.R. 1

Mademoisel le 1

Mon 1

Manchester School 7
Med-Padag. Mal. Sprachheilk, 'j'1.

Melical Economics 9
Medical Journal of Australia 2

The_MedicoLegal Journal 1

Megamot 1

Mem. Amer. Anthroplog. Assoc. 1

Mental Hygiene 2

Metroeconomica 1

Middle American Research Records r 1

M:nd 1

M;nistry of Labour Gazette 1

- M:ttei I ungen 1

The Modern Hospital 1

Modern Law Review 1
.

The Monist 1

Monthly Labour Review 7
M MUM Notes 1

Nation 2

National Bank's Economic Bulletins (Egypt) 1

National Institute Economic Review 4
The National Reformer 1

Nature 20
Nederlands Tijdschrift voor Geneeskunde 1

La Nef 1

Negro Digest 1

Neue Psychol. Stud. 3
N europsychologica 1

New England J. Medicine 1

New Left Review 1

New Society 3
New Scientist 1

New Statesman 2

New Yorker 1

North American Review 1

Nova 1

Oceania 5
Oa ulaational Psychology 3

Opinion News 2

Oxford Economic Papers 5



8.

Pacific Sociological Review
Padag. Post.
Mag. Woche
Palaeontologia Si nica
Papers of the Michigan Academy of Science, Arts &

Letters
Papers of the New World Austaealogical Found.
Pildagogisch-psychologische Arbeiten
Papers of the Peabody KNOW of American

Archaeology and Ethnology

4
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pad iarnentary Affairs 0 3
Ped. Sem. (1894) 1

Pennsylvania Law Review 1

Percept. Psychophys. 1

Perceptual & Motor Skills 3
Perspectives Socialists: 1

Pf lagers Arch. Ges. Psycho logte 1

'i-hilosophical Quarterly 1

Philosophy of Science ...

Philosophical Studies 4
Phylon., 1

Physiol. Rev. 1

Physiol. Zool. viiek 1

Police and Prison Officers Magazine 1

Political Quarterly 1

Political Science Quarterly 2
Political Studies 1

PopulatiOn 1

Population Studies 4
Pour Like Nouvelle 1

P.O.Q. (U.S.?) 1

Praktische Psychologie 3
PmbI. Fiziol. Opt. 1

Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 1

Proceedings of the Aristotelian Soc. 2
Progress: the magazine of UNILEVER 1

Proles 1

Psychiatry 7
Psychoanal. Stud. Child. 2
Psychol. Arbeiten 8
Psychol . Beitr. 1

Psychol. Issues 1

Psycho!. Z. 1

Psychologia 2
Psychological Bulletin 25
Psychological Monographs 7

-Psychological Reports 5
Psychological Review 31
-Psychological Studies . 1

Psychologie Reit. 2
Psychologische Forschung 2 15
Psychologische Rundschau 3
Psych* metrika 1



Psychonomic Science 8
Psychosomatic Medicine 2
Psychotechn. Z. _._ 1

Public Administration 3
Public Administration Review 2
Public Oph;ion Quarterly 9
Publications of the American Statistical Association 2
Publications-of the Philadelphia Anthropological

Society -- .____. 1

Quarterly J. of. Experimental Psychology 19
Quarterly J. of Economics 10
Quarterly Review 1

Quarterly Review of Biology 1

Race Relations _ 1 .

Rationalist Annual 1

Reader's Digest 1

The Reporter 1

R.S.L.F.-- (French) i -_ 1

Religious EdUcation (supplement) 1,
_,Review ------ _- 2
--ReView_of Economics & Statistics __12

Review---of:Economia _Studies *. -25
Review- of- Religious- Research ---- 4

= ReViita Columbiana de Antropologia 1 -,
Revista JuridicalieraCruzana 1-

Revista- Penal- Y Penitenciaria 1

Revista dePtihologie '_ _-,- 1

Revue -de-Defense Nationale 1

Revue d'Econamie Contemporaine _ _1

Revue d'Eco-nomie Politique- _ 12
Revue d-'HittoiteEconottique et Sociale 2
Reifue -de Marche-CoMinuni _ 1

ReVue-deMetaphysique etdeMonale- 1

Revue de-Science Criminelle_ et -de Droit Penal Compare -1-
Revue Ecoriomiaue
Revue,Francaise de Science Politrque 5
Revue- Internationalede-SOcialogie 3
Revue- Internationale du_Trairail -_ _ 3
RevUePcilitigue_et--Parlementaire -3
Rhodes-livingitone_Papers, -_ _ 3-
Rorschachiana 4
Round Table
Rural- Soci-ology
SaMml .-Psychiat. u. Neurol . Einteldarstellangen
Saturday ReView-of Literature
Scandinavian J. of Psychology

_ -School and-Society
School -ReView
Schrift -: '- '-

Schweii Arch._,Neurol. Piy_chiat. -- 1
Schweiz z. -PsYchoi . Anwend. 1-

SchWeiterktheZeitsehrift far-Strafeecht 1
_-Sci. -Monthly_

_ 1

ience--
Selene. 00-Society: -1

1

1

1

2
2
1

2

17-



Scottish Journal of Political Economy 3
Sevianse Review 2

-Etisografichiskii Sbornik 1

--Skand.-Arch. Physiol. 2
So-dial-arid-Economic Studies 2
Social Casework 1

Social Forces 22
Social Problems 5
Social-Research 1

Social Sandal Quarterly 4
Social Sciences (Fukien)-. 1-

Social-Work 2
Socialist Commenkry 771

Sociological Quarterly' 3
SaciologiCal_ -Review 5
Sociologos 1

Sociology- 1

S.O.U.- 1

SociologY and Social Research- 2
-_-_ &octant* 6

South -African Archaeological Bulletin 1

$oisill African Janina! of Ecomics- 1

-South AfriCanJournarof-Science_
Southern Economic = -1

Southwestern-Journal of- Anthropology 1

Soinstskaja Etnografiia 6
Soviet %View- 1

Soviet Sociology_ 1-

Snidneaziatskii- Etnograficheskii Sorra 1

SeidniazialskitSborm 1--

StatistiCaLloUrnal 1

Stud-.-EduO; 1-

StiodiumGen.: 3
veyofChirvi Mainland Press- 1

Sisr_VOYISF-C.tirnort 2
Le-TeraPi, 1

Three Banksleview- 1
TilapialOr4cracaphal_a Zoologica- 1

Time -_ 4
Transactions-of -the- American_ Nesirolcgical- Association 1

Transaction* of the- American Philosophical _SOchity 3
Transports: 2
Trend of iconomics 1

Triton:- 7-

Twentieth ;Century 1

-1
1

1

3

-thilvenities-and-Left RiView

-1/1,erteljahmthrift Wien. -Philos.
Viertiliahrschrif 0.__Soz.
Vfsiiw Rte.
Vhol SpoopliN



Western Political Quarterly A
Wien z. Philos*, Psychol. u. Pildagogik -1
Wilhelm Roux' Arch. Enwickl. =Mach. Org. 1

World Politics . 5
Yale laW Journal 4
Yale Reiriew A
Zeitschrift fik Angewandte-Psychologie 31

2. Abstammgelehre 1

Z. Charaicterol.- 1

Z. Diagn. Psycho'. 1

2.- Deutsche Psychologie Gm. 2 1

Z. Byer, Pclidag. 1

Z. fur:Exptrimentelle and Angewandte Psychologie 7
2 . Gee._ Staatsliss. 1

_Z. ICinderfoSsItik 1

Z-. Kindetpsychiat. 1

-I Z. Merschl Konstit. Lehr. 1

=- Z. fair. Momchenkunde 2
Paychothor:Med.IPsychol _1

Zeitschrifffar Mckigogik-PsYchol. 3
==; Z. 1

,
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APPENDIX 7 (Continued)

Journals cited once only in pilot study

The Akcountant
Acta geographica
Acta Soo.- :CI. -fenn.
Adatrechibundeis

----Advancee in child health and behaviour --
Advocate
Aer Ospace=medicine
Afroamerita
American Ann. deaf
Am. -CorierenCe On adinissions, counsidlorelournal-
Anted Can economic association papers-and proceedings
AMerican historical review ---

AmericarIndigeties.

American Animal
American Magazine:-

--_AMerican mercury=_=,- _

= AmeriCan-museum _journal
American scientht--
--ArrenunitiOn:

ft_
1 --- Annals of the Academy of political science

-An-nolo:0c gerograplite =

Ali-dFicànómica
Annals cliii. Amàrican academy of political and social science
Aimales:des-Wines-__-
Andes defUniversitecie--Paris
Annals of -the=Hitotsubashil academy
Ana.
VAnnam-Nouieau ;-(Hanoi)_
AnthropolOgita-,

(Madras)-
=-- Annual revierm-of psychology

Architectutal-fOrum
Arb. insf.ilpz.-1.elstren* (P-adag-Psychol).
Arch.1.-philOs.

_ Archives de philosophic Aldreiti it- de sociologic juridique

A-rCh.--_gen.--psYChiatry

- _

Arts et Manufactures_
.Aultralicia--J.-oUEdUcatiOn
AUstralian-1.8.-A.-News

Newsletter
Bantu Studies
The Bazaar, or literary &-Scinri_ificirePotitory (1823)

-Di aitot k!and..1 en volkirkundt
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Biometrika
Birmingham monthly argus
The Gazette (scoUts1906)
British J. of Addiciion
British-J. Psych. social work
Brooklyn law review
Bull ._-Are. Mts. Nat.-Hist.
Bulletin-of the Henninger clinic
Bulletin of narcotics
Bulletin N.H.:Acad. Med.
Bulletin de-la socistsrinternatioriale de criminologic
Bulletin of the world health organisatiOn
Business-weekly
Colliers de -Ia-nrpUblique
Cahiers dus centre . de recherche d'Etudes. des chefs d'enterprises

Cambridge historical _journal
Caribbean affairs
Case conference-
Catholic World_

!Child welfare _--
`Child--welfawleague _bulletin
China critie
Chinesikeicial itical science-review,
Christiakcentury
Cognitilie psychology
College-and University

The-Colonial- Review
CoMMentary
CommerCe NOV'S

COMMOn-ground
Contemporary psychology
Catteir--
CriniiI.corteCtiont law and contemporary problems
Crime -and delinquency
Crisis _

Critique
Current anthropology

Redag. Nauk. RSFSR
District bank review
DiScovery
DiplomoM-
Diost_tourol. Psychiat,
Diggriottica
-Dlogenes
Deutsche titeratur Zeitung
Deutsche Zeitsehrift_Ordie:gesamte gorichtitche Medizin
POnlograithY =

Economio-development_14 cultural .change
Economia:hi:tory roviow:

--

Economia -weekly (of Bombay)
Econoinio-it humoristic --
Do EcOotimist---'r

Edinburak,-Roviiiw



3.

Educational record
Educ. res.:
Educ. rev.
Elementary schools J.
Ergonomics
Ethics
Eugenics review
Europe
Fortschr. psychol.
France - Axle
Garden cities & town planning
Geographical journal
Geographical studies
GestiOn
Grazier's review (Brisbane)
Historical 'studies --AUstralia & New Zealand
HOMmes et-Mondes
HOrnrnes .r techniques
'Illustrated London News -
Industrial Information Bulletin
Infonnationlindicale
Infonnation-_RetrieVal

= International -Affairs
International Economic Review
Intgrnational Journal of American Linguistics
International of:OpiniOn-and Attitude Research
Int. J. Psycho-analysis
international -social science bulletin
ISIS:-
Jana .(Ceilon)
Jb Charakterol.
Jewish--J. -Sociology
John Marshall law quarterly
J. of African Administration
J. Amer. Mus. Not. Hist.
J. Aud. Res.
J. Child psycho!. psychiat. .

J. comp. neurol.
J. of counselling psychology
J. Criminal criminology and police science
J. Educ.
T. Exp. thild psycho,.
J. of !arm economics
J. of'higher_educatiOn
J. Of inthisfricil-relationt.
J. of-rlibrarianship.

'J. nerv:Ineht.
J. of Peace research
J. Psycho!. noon. ,
'J. of public -administration
journal of _public health
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J. Royal anthrop. institute
J. of society for Ind. & applied maths.
J. Social psychology
J. Speech and hearing disorders
Journal- of the British Medical Association
J. of the Dental Association of S.A.
J. of-the Engineer's guild
J. of the History of ideas
J. of..tile Louisiana State Medical Society
J. of the Royal Society of Arts
Journal- of the Washington academy Of sciences
Kohler Z.-f& Soziologie and Sozialpsychologie
Koloniole RundschaU
Kroeber Anthropological Society Papers
Labor News Letter
Land-EcOncimics_
Lignar Science J.
Lloydi B_ ank RevieW
L.Q.R.
Mademoiselle
Man- .1:-

Mbl.:Sprcich-
The Medico-Legal Journal
Megornot

Amer. Anthropolog. Assoc.
Metraeconamica
Middle AMerican Research Records
Mind
Minist4g-,of Labour Gazette
.Mifteilungen
The Modern-Hospital
Modein-Lciw. Review
The_ Monist
Muse* Notes
**tonal Bank's Economic. Bulletins (Egypt)
The:National Reformer
Nederlands riclichrift voor Geneeskunde.
La Nei
Negro= Digest
Neuropsychologia
New Left Review
New England J. Medicine
New Scientist
Nevi_ Yorker
-New Statesman
North --Ainerican Review
Nalia
!Idea .-_-Post-

Pcidag. VOche
Paliteentologia-Sinica'
Papereofz_tha'-Michigan Academy of:Science, Arts &letters
Papers- of thiNevr_WOrld Archcieological Feenclation-
Poperi-Of:the Peabody IMuieute of AnierlettnArchaeOlogy and Ethnology
Pennsylvimio-Lair_ Review

Seen'.- (1894);
Percept,-,P,sythOPhye
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Perspectives Socialistes
Perspectives Socialei
PflOgers Arch. Ges. Psychologie
Philosophical Quarterly
Phylon
PhysiOl. Rev..
Physibl. Zool.
Police-and'Prison Officers Magazine
Political Quarterly
Political Studies
Population
Pour-L.1re Nouvelle
P.O.Q.
Probl. Fiziol. Opt.
Proc. Am. Phil. Soc.
Progress: The magazine of UNILEVER
Projeti-

Beitri
Psycho!. Issues
psychological Studies
Psychometrika
Nichol Z
_Psychotechn. Z.
Publications of the Philadelphia Anthropological Society
Quarterly Review
Quarterly Review of Biology
Race Reld-tions'

= Rationalht Annual
:Readeh Digest.

--_The Reporter

--R.S.L.F_. (French)
Religious Education (supplement)
-Revista Columbiana de Antropologia
RevistajuridiCa Veracruiana
Revista Penal V Peniienciaria
Revista de,Psihologie --

Revue dl Defense Nationale
Revue d !EcOriornie ContempOraine
Revue de Ishiirche Common

'Revue die MetaPhYSiqUe_et De Morale
Revue 40 Science Criminalle et de-Droit Penal-Compari
Round Table
Rural Sociology
,Saminl. Psychtat. u. Neurol. Einzeldarstellungen
Saturday Review of Literature

- Schad!, ReView
SchWeiz'Arch. Neurol. PsyChiat.
_Schweiz--te-7PSYchol_.

SChWetzeische Zeitschrift fur Strafrecht
Sct Monthly:
Science andtSociety

Sbornik
$cIOICascd =

- -

SOcIat Research

a



Social Sciences (Fukien)
SoCialist Commentary
Sociologos
Sociology
S. O. U. (?)
South African Archaeological Bulletin
South African Journal of Economics
South African*Journal of Science
Southern EconoMic Journal
Southwestern Journal of Anthropology
Soviet Review
Soviet Sociology
Sredneaziatskii Etnograficheskii Sborn ik
Sreneaziatikii Sbornik
StathtiCal Journal
Stud. Educ.
Survey of China Mainland Press
Le Temps
Three_Banks Review
Tilapia MacroCephala ZoologiCa
Transactions of the American Neurological Association
Trend_ of Economics.
Triton
Twentieth Century
Ugeskr. LaSg.
Universities and Le_ ft Review
Verh.-Ges. Heilpeidag.
Vision Res.
Vital Statistics
VOp. Piikhol.
Western Political Quarterly_
WienZ. PhilOsoph., Psychol. u. Padagogik
Wilhelm RouX Arch. Enwirkl. - Mech. Org.
Yale iRoview
Z. Abstammgelehre
Z.Charakterol.
Z.-Diagn. Psychol.
Z. DeutChe Psychologie Ges. 2
Z.- Expert= Padag.

Staatswiss.
KingerfOrshq..

Z. Kinderpsychiat.
Z._ Manichl: Versorb. u. Konstit. Lehre
Z.:Psychother. Med. Psychol.
Z Si nnisphySiol
Z. Valker4syclipgie u. Soziol.



APPENDIX 8

Journal:, ranimd by no. of times cited,

including; nelf-citationn, from de collected num= 1971.

.(2irnt 51 journal:. only).

ro. Journal title, re. of time Cited

1 American Sociological Review 70
2 . American Anthropolocint 67
3 Econotie Journal 62
0 Britich`Journal of Psycholocy 42
5 American Journal of Sociolocy t1

6 Journal of Experimental Paycholoc7:- 39
7 Economica 38
8 Zeitschrift a: Anceuccdte Psychologie 31
9 PayehologIcal Review 30
10 Review of_Economic-Studies 25

11 Psychology Mnlletin
12 American Pcxychologiet
13 Journal of Abnormal w Social Ptycholocy
14 Journal of Political Economy
15 American Journal of Pychol6
16 Social Forces
17 rature
10 American Econocic Review
19 _BritishJouxtal of Sociology
20 4/ Quarterly Journal of Et:perimontal Psychology -4

24
23
23
23
22
22
20
19
19
19

21 Revue Economilue 19
22 Psychologische Pori:I:Lang 10
23 American Political Science Review 17
24 Science ,

17
25 Econometrica , 15
26 Journal of Codporative &Physiolocical Poycholocy 15
27 Econanie Applivie 14
28 Economist 14
29 Journal of Personality 14
30 .journal of the Royal Statistical Society 13

31 Africa 11
32 Administrative Science Quarterly 11
33 British Journal of Delinquency 11
54. Journal of Verbal Learning el Verbal Behaviour 11

35' British Journal of the Philosophy of Science 10
36 Review of Economics I: Statistics 10
37 Public-Opinion Quarterly 9
38 Quarto* Journal of Economics 9
39 Sociological Review r . 9
40 American;Tournal of Orthqmmillatry 8

41 Archie fdr Pcychologie 8
42 British Journal of Criminology , 8
43 Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science 8
44 Child Development 8



ro. panel title ro or tines Cited

45 Human Orcanication a
46 Journal of Contultinc=d Clinical Itycholocy, 8
47 redical Dcononicc 8
48 Nyobol. Arbeiten a
49 ftracmonic Science 8
50 Revue diEconomie POlitirmc 8

51 Social Service Quarterly 8



APPENDIX 9

DIVISION OF SOURCE JOURNALS
INTO TWO GROUPS

(a) Source journals

GROUP A

American Anthropologist Anih.
American Psychologist Psych.
Australian Journal of Politics and History Pol.
British Journal of Sociology
Iconomica Econ.
ParliamentaryfAifairs Pol.
levuit Iconomique Econ.
Sociological Review Sociol.

GROUP B

American Journal of Sociology Social.
Maori Can Sociological Review Social.
Archives Raropirenes de Booth logie Socia.
British Journal of Criminology Psych.__
British Journal= of Psychology Psych.
Economic Journal Econ.
Psycho logische Porschung Psych.,

Social Barytes Quarterly Social Work

American Political Selene* Reviow tack was included in the list of 17
source journals for the pilot study was excluded from this calculation
in order to make Groups A and B equal in size:



(b) Journals ranked by frequency of citation

Rank Rank
Title Group A Group B

-American Sociological Review 1 1
Economic Journal 2 -
-Social Forces 3 76
American Journal of Sociology 4 40
Economie Appliqu4 5 -
-Journal of Political Economy 5 16
Revue eeconomie Politique ' 7

- Science . 7 28
Administrative Science Quarterly 9 -
Africa 9 76
American Economic Rmview 11 15
British Journal of the Philosophy
--Of Science - 11 -
Huian Organisation 11 -

_American AnthrOpologist - 14 -
--American_Political Scithce Review -14

.

_---Economica -- _ 14 17
-,:Journal =of-the-Royal Statistical
,-:fSociety- _-- -:, 14 28
AmericanAntiqUity 14
Ecohomotrica--- 14 17
Aurnal of Abnormal and Social Psychology_. 20 9

,

Review of- Econolics -ind Statistics 20 50
--Public Opinion= Quarterly 20 50
-Nonthli:LabdUr-Review 20 123
-Istriew of Economic Studies 24 6
American journal of Orthopsychiatry 24 50
:iniernational-journal of Social
-_-= =Psychiatry i--: 24 76
Sovetsksia-Ethografila 24 -
-Current Notes 24 -
Etudes -et COnjoncture 24 -
-journal_of American Folk1Ore 24- -
;OxfordiCOnomic=Papers- 24 -
110-0:01081Ca/ Review-

.. 24- -
-Revue Frangaise de-Science Politique 24 -
- Nature 34 10
Psychiatry 34 50
Soclometry 34 75
Cambridge Journal 34 -
journal.of,the Siam Society 34 -
Pacific SOciological_Review 34 ...

_-Population Studies 34 -
Review of RiligiousResearch 34 -
- Social Problems 34 123
-_Psychologi Bulletin 43 6



Title

Journal of Consulting and

Rank
Group A

Rank
Group B

Clinical Psychology 43 33American Journal of Psychiatry 43 SOAmerican Psychologist 43 32Journal of Applied PsychOiozy 43 76Journal of Social Issues. 43 76World Politics 43 76Human Relations 43 76BehaWiour 43 -Birmingham Journal 43 -Foreign Affairs 43 -
Giornale degli Economisti 43 -Journal of Marketing 43 -Journal of Philosophy 43 -New Society

43 -Philosophy of Science 43 -Public Administration 43 -
Revue Internationale du Travail 43 -Revue Politic'''. et Parleuentaire 43 -
Rhodes-Livingstone Papers

_- 43- -Tratiactions.of the-American Philosophical
Society:

43
-American NMseumlof:Natural-Ristory
=AnthrOpOlogical-Pilersi-: -- 43

British-Journal--of-PsychOlogy 43 123JOurnal of-CoMparitiiresand

Physiological Psychology 66 11Canadian Journal of Economics and
Political Science 66 33Journal of Psychology 66 33Journal of Social Psychology 66 24ManChester SchoOl

66- 50British journal- ofiSticiology 66 50Archiies- Europeenes- de- -Sociologie 66 76Journal of Comparative Psychology 66 76American Behavioural Scientist 66 123Archiv elk Sosial Wissenschaft and
Sosialpolitik

66 123JournalorEducational Psychology 66 123National Institute a.zonomic Review -66 76Sociological Quarterly s: 66 123ActualitEconOmique Financilre 66 -Ahnales: Etonomies, Soci4t46,
Civilisationi

66 -Anna14: American Academy of Political
And-Social Science 66 -Analyie et-Pr6ision-

66= -
AnihropOlogical Papers 66 -Australisin-Ontlook

66= -British Journal of Criminology -66- -Bureau-76f American Ethnology: Bulletin 66-,- -Cid:tier' -Internationaux
66 -

Cahiere-Internsitionaux de Sociologie 66 -DaedalMs
- 66 -

Ekonoiiiisk Tidsskrift
66-Baprit
66



Title

Industrial and lab,ur Relations Review
Journal for the Scientific Study of
Religion _

journal of Negro Education
Journal of the Operations Research

Rank

Group A

66

66
66

,

Rank
Group B

OSP

OSP

OSP

Society of America 66
Hriterion 66 -
Les Temps Modernes s 66 -
Nation _ . 66 -
Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society 66 -
Psychoanalytic:Study of the Child 66
Review of Economic Statistics 66 .123
Social-and Economic Studies 66 I1D

Social Work 66
Transports 66 -
Foundrtions 66 -
Canadian Historical Review 66 _
Perspectives Socislistes 66 = _
Economic-Trends _ 66 _
Sredneasiatikii Sbornik -66 _
ReVue_dHistoire Economique-et Socials 66 -
Eccoomlist-_, 111 11
BUlletindf-the 011Ord-Univerkity

Institute or:Statistics_ -111 123
Comiarttive Studies in History
andBociety 111 123

Current Sociology 111 123
-Harvard Law ReView 111 123
International joUrnal of Comparative-
Sociology --, 111

IP-
Jourinil=of Clinical Psychology 111

SuriiiTof-Current Business 111
_123

123'
JOurnal_of Experimental Ptychology _-

1
Zeitschrift ar Atigewandte Psychelogie - 5
Psychological Review :- .,

2
American Journal of Psychology 4
Quarterly Journal of EXperimental

PsyChology- _ - 8
British-Journal of Delinquency - 13
Journal_of Verbal Learning-and Verbal
Behtektour _r-..!

13
Child-Development , - 17
PsychOlogleche Arbeiten -

17
Plydhonomic Science _ - 17
Journaiof Genetic Psychology - 28
Journal-of Niurophysiology- - 17
Psychological Monographs ,- -

24
Zeitschrift farExperimehtelle

und-Aigewandte Psychologie- -
24

Journal Of- Mental ScienceE_ '- * OM

21l
ActePsychologica : - 40
Canadian-- Journal Of Psychology -

24
HistOrische Zeitschrift --1,_- - 33
Journal- of Mental Education -

33



Title

Journal of the American Medical
Association

Psychological Reports
Archives de Psychologie
ArchivIiir die Gesamte Psychologie
Bulletin of the British Psychological
Society

Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America

Philosophical Studies
Rorschachiana
Social__Service Quarterly
Yale Law Journal
Archiv.flir Psychiatric and

Nerienkrankheiten
Brain
Educational and Psychological-Measurement
Industrial_Psychoiechnics
Journal Of Experimental Education
Japanese_PsyCholokical-Retearch
journalTa__Educational-SociolOgy
Lancet
-Neue-PsychologiscWStudien_
PerceptualIuidiMotor-Skills
PraktiachePsychologie-
PsydhOlogische Forsdhung
Psychadgische Rundschau
Scottish-journal of Political Economy
Studinl Generale
Vierteljahrichrift wissehschaftliche

Philosophie

pldogOgische-Psychologie_
Acts-PaythOlogica Scandinavica
Adult-Education- .

Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences
Architectural Retord
Betrie4
Biometrics
British-Journal of Medical-Psychology
Britiah joUrnal o!_ Psychiatry
British-journal of Psychology:

Mbiograph Supplement
Cahadiaejournal of-Corrections
CharaCterand-Personality
China Weekly Review
Chinese-EConomic:journal
EconOmi& Record
HarpersrMegazine
Electromicephalography and Clinical
-Neurophysiology

EneoUnier
Erkennthis-.
Eugehics*itterly
-Grapholog_MR
Harvard-EdUcational Review

Rank Rank
Group A Group B

AM.

17
33
33
40

40

40
40
40
40
40

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
40
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

50
50
76
76
76
76
76
76
50
76

76
76
76

123
76
76
76

76
76
76
76
76
'76



Title

Human /actors
L'Humanitir
Journal of Clinical Psychology
Journal Of Mathematical Psychology
Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery and

Psychiatry
Journal of the Optical Society of

America
Lyk los -

Languagc
London and Cambridge Economic Bulletin
Medical Journal of Australia
Opinion yews
Psycho logio
PsycholOgla
Psychosomatic Medicine
Publication, of the American Statistical

Association
Revue Iittornationale di-Sociologis
Scandinavian JoUrnal of Psychology
School and SOCiety
Schrift'-

-;_Secanee:Revievt _

--1--T:Skiondinavamphli Archly- fur physiologic
--Zitachsift fur Konschiiskuude

=

'Rank Rank
,Group A Group B

76
76

133
76

76

76
76
76
16
76
76

123
76
76

76
50
76
76
76
76
76

. 76



APPENDIX 10

Removal of citations in selected source journals from
the citation file and recalculation of frequency of

citation of journals

The citations from journals in each of the major social science
disciplines covered in the pilotstudy were removed for each discipline
in turn from the file containing all the citations, and the number of
citations from the remaining source journals calculated. The ranked
lists of cited journals obtained after each operation are given in the
following pages. Only the 50 most frequently cited titles are given
in these lists, because changes in rank are few after the first 50.

Discipline Journals removed

Criminology British Journal of Criminology

Psychology American Psychologist
British Journal of Psychology
Psychologische Forschupg.

Sociology

Economics

American Journal of Sociology.
American Sociological Review
Archives Europgenes de Sociologie
British Journal of Sociology
Sociological Review

Economica
Economic Journal
Revue Economique



.

FREQUENCY LIST OF CITED JOURNALS WHEN THE CRIMINOLOGY SOURCE JOURNAL IS REMOVED

Number

1

2

3

4
5

6

Frequency of citation

American Sociological Review 66
Journal of Experimental Psychology 39
Economic Journal 33
Zeitschrift !Ur Angewandte Psychologie 31
Psychological Review 30
Review of Economic Studies 25

......

7 'Psychology Bulletin 23
. 8 Journal of Political Economy 23
-. 9 American Journal of Sociology 22
10 Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology 22
11 American Journal of Psychology 22
12 Social Forces 22
13 Nature , 19
14 American Economic,Review 19
15 Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology 19
16 Science 17
17 Econometrica 15
18 Journal -of Comparative and Physiological Psychology 15
19 Economia Appliques ---, . 14
20 ... Etonomist 14
21 JOurnal.of Personality 14
22 Economica-

. 13
--23 Journal of the Royal-Statistical Society... 12
24 Africa 11
25

..--'

Administrative .Science Quarterly 11
26 Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behaviour 11
27 British Journal of__the-philosophy of SCience 10
28 , Review of EconomiCs and Statistics 10
29 : Publid Opinion Quarterly 9
30 Quarterly Journal,of Economics 9
31 Archiviiii Psychologie_: 8
32 Child Developient 8
33 Human Organisation 8
34 jOurnal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology 8
35 Medical Economics 8
36 Psychologisdhe Arbeiten 8
37 Osychonomic Science 8
38 Revue d'EcOnomie Politique 8
39 Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science 7
40 American Antiquity 7
41 journal of Naurdphysiology 7
42 Journal of Psychology -7
43 JoUrnal of Social Psychology 7
44 Manchester_ School 7
45 PsyChological Monographs -,_,, --- 7
46 teitechrift:46-Experimentelle und-Angewandte Psychologie 7
47 American journalAA,OrthOpsychistry- .- i - : . i 6
48 Journal of Genetic Psychology 6
49 Psychletri 6
50 Ateridan Anthropologist

.

6



FREQUENCY LIST OF CITED JOURNALS WHEN THE PSYCHOLOGY SOURCE JOURNALS ARE REMOVED

Number Frequency of citation

1 American Sociological Review 55
2 Economic Journal 33
3 Review of Economic Studies 25
4 Journal of Political Economy 23
5 Social Forces- 22
6 American Journal of Sociology 21
7 American Economic ReView 19
8 Journal of Experimental Psychology 17
9 Econometrics

. / 15
10 Economie Appliques 14
11 Economist . 14-
12 Quarterly Journal of Experimental' piychology 13
13 Economica 13
14 Journal of the Royal Statistical Society 13
15 Science 11
16 Africa 11
17 Administrative Science Quarterly 11
18 British-JoUrnal-Of_Delinquency 11
19 British-journal-of the "Philosophy of Science 10
20 Reviwwof Econoilcs and-Statistics 10
21 Public_-Opinion Quarterly_ - 9
22 Quarterly--4ournalof-Economicei , 9
23 ZeitsChrift farAngewandie-Psiohologie- 8
24 Journal of-Abnormal and SoCial Psychology 8
.25 Canadian journal Of Economics and Political Science 8
26, Human Organisation- 8
27 Journal -of Consulting and Clinical Psychology 8
28 Medical-Economics 8
29 Revue d'Economie Politique 8

,../ 310 American Antiquity 7
31 International Journal of Social Psychiatry 7
32 Manchester School 7
33 Psychiatry 6
34 '- AmeriCim Anthropologist 6
35- American Political Science Review 6
36- Monthly Labour Review 6
37 . Sociometry 6
38 Sovetakitia -Etnogratiia 6
39 ', Nature':1------1-` -- ''- ' 5
40 British JoUrnal of Sociology 5
41-' CUrrent Note.' 5
42 Etudei-et Conjunctures

A,
43 Historische. Zeit schrift 5
44- Journal Of -American_ Folklore 5
45 Journal of. Medical Education 5
45 ',- _LJOurnil-A4-Social,-Isiiiis- -, 5
47- JoOrhil of" the American:Medical'AisociatiOn 5
46 s Oceania -- 5
49_ _Psythologischil Arbeiten 5
50 SociologiCil Mildew 5



FREQUENCY LIST OF CITED JOURNALS WHEN SOCIOLOGY SOURCE JOURNALS ARE

REMOVED

Number Frequency of citation

1 Journal of Experimental Psychology 39

2 Zeitschrift far Angewandte Psychologie 31

3 Economic Joarnal 29

4 Psychological Review 29

5 Review of Economic Studies 25

6 Psychology Bulletin 24

7 Journal of Political Economy 22

8 American Journal of Psychology 22

9 American Sociological Review 19

10 Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology 19

11 Nature 19

12 Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology 19

13 American Economic Review 18

14 Econometrica 15

15 Journal of Comparative and Physiological 15

Psychology
16 Science 14

17 Economie Appliquee 14

18 Economist 14

19 Journal of Personality 14

20 Social Forces
,-;

13

21 Journal of the Royal Statistical Society 13

22 American Journal of Sociology -12

23 Economica 12

24 British Journal of Delinquency 11

25 Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior 11

26 Administrative Science Quarterly 10

27 Review of Economics and Statistics 10

28 Quarterly Journal of Economics 9

29 Archiv fUr Psychologie 8

30 Child Development 8

31 Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology 8

32 Psychol. Arbeiten 8

33 Psychonomic Science 8

34 Revue d'Economie Politique 8

35 American Journal of Orthopsydhiatry 7

36 Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science 7
37 American Antiquity 7
.38 Journal of NeurOphysiology 7

39 0 Psychological Monographs 7

40 Zeitschrift .fur Experimentelle.und AngewsuAte

Psychologie 7

41 Journal of Genetic Psychology 6

42 Journal of Psychology 6

43 Journal of Social Psychology 6

44 Psychiatry 6
45 American Political Science Review 6

46 Journal of Mental Science 6

47 Sovetskaia'Etnografiia 6
48 American Journal of Psychiatry 5

49 Monthly Labour Review 5
50 Acta Psychologica 5



FREQUENCY LIST OF CITED JOURNALS WHEN ECONOMICS SOURCE JOURNALS ARE REMOVED

Number Frequency of Citation

1 American Sociological Review 68
2 Journal o? Experimental Psychology 39
3 Zeitschrift fUr Angewandte Psychologie 31
4 Psychological Review 30
5 Psichology Bulletin 24
6 American Journal of SociOlogy 23
7 Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology 23
8 American Journal of Psychology 22
9 Social Forces 22-

10 Nature 20
11 Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology 19
12 Science 17
13 Journal of Comparative and Physiological 15

Psychology
14 Journal of Personality 14
15 Africa 11
16 AdAinistrative Science Quarterly 11
17 British Journal of Delinquency 11
18 Journal of Verbal-Learning and Verbal Behaviour 11
19 British Journal of the Philosophy of Science 10
20 Public Opinion Quarterly 9
21r- American Journal of Orthopsychiatry 8
22 Ardhiv fUr Psychologie 8

23 Child Development 8
24 Human Organization 8
25 Journal of. Consulting and Clinical Psychology 8
26 Medical Economics_ 8
27 Psychol..Arbeiten 8
28 Psychonomic Science 8
29 Economia Appliquie 7
30 American Antiquity 7
31 International Journal of Social Psychiatry 7
32 Journal of Genetic.Psychology 7
33 _Journal of Neurophysiology 7
34 Journal of Psychology 7
35 -Journal of Social Psychology 7
36 Psychiatry 7
37 Psychological Monographs

-1 7
38 Zeitschrift fUr Experimental'. and Angewandte 7

Psychologie
39 American Anthropologist 6
401 American Journal of Psychiatry 6
41- America' Political Science Review 6
42 Journal of Mental Science 6
43 Sociometry 6
44 Sovetskaia Etnografiis 6
45 Acta Psychologica 5
46 American Psychologist 5
47 British Journal of Sociology S
48 Canadian Journal of Psychology 5
49 Current notes- 5
50 Historische Zeitschrift S



APPENDIX Ila

CLOSSS 'Titles on ISI Source Publications List

Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica and supplement
Acta Psychologica
Administrative Management
American Anthropologist
American Behavicral Scientist
American Journal of Physical Anthropology
American Journal of Psychiatry
American Journal of Psychology
American Journal of Public Health and the Nations Health
American Journal of Sociology
American Psychologist
American Sociological Review
American Sociologist
American Statistician
Animal Behaviour
Amore_ Psychologique
Annual Review of-Psychology
APplied Statistics
Archives of General Psychiatry
Aslib-Proceedings
Australian Journal of Psychology
Australian Journal of-Statistics
British Journal of Addiction
Bulletin of the World Health Organisation
Behavioral Science
Behaviour
British Journal of Educational Psychology
British Journal of Industrial Medicine
British Journal of Preventive and Social Medicine
British-Journal Of Psychiatry'
BritiSh Journal- of Psychology
British Journal of Social and Clinical Psychology
Canadian Journal of Behavioral Science
Canadian Journal Of-Psychology
Canadian Psychologist
Canadian RevieW of Sociology and Anthropology
Child deVelopment
College and Research Libraries
Community Mental Health-Journal
CUrrint AnthrOpology .

Cybirnetica
DlimaiirOPhY
DOck and Harbour Authority
Econometrics
EthicatiOnal'and Psychological Measurement
Educational -Review,
Ergonomics



Ethnology
Foundations of Language
Genetic Psychology Monographs
Geographical Journal
Harvard business Review
Human Developient
Human Factors
Human Relations __

Impact of Science on Society
International Journal of Agrarian Affairs
International Jout...21 of Group Psychotherapy
International Journal of Psycho-analysis
Journal of Abnormal Psychology and supplement
Joirnal of the Acoustical Society of America
Journal of the American Academy of Child Psychiatry
Journal of the American Statistical Association
Journal of the Analytical Psychology
Journal of Applied Behavioral Science
Journal-of Applied_Psychology-andlAonograph
Journal of BicsoCial Science
Journal_ of_ Child Psychology and Psychiatry-and Allied Disciplines
Journal or-atilica_Prychology
JoUrnal of Conflict Resolution
JoUrnal of Counselling Psychology
Journal of Documentation-
Journal of Educational Research
Journal of-Experimental- Social Psychology
JoUmal of General PsychologY
*Hind of Genetic_ PsychOlogy
JOurnal of Gorontology
Journal of Management Studies
JoUrnal of Neurology, Neurosurgery and Psychiatry
JOurnal of Personality
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology and Supplement
Journal of P_sychology
JOUrnal_Of Psychosomatic Research
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series A. General
JoUrnal of the Royal Statistical Socioty Series B. Methodological
Journal Of %cid Psychology
LaneociPand Speech
Library Quarterly
Mental _Hygiene
Operational Research Quarterly
Personnel-
Pinonnel Psychology
Philoiophy of Science
ihonetics
Psychiatric Quarterly
kahlatfi-
Psychoanalytic Review
Psycholoalcal -Bulletin
ParhologiCal blue,
Psychohogical Review
PsYchrinestilicar-_

_Public-Health Reports



3.

Nib lic Opinion Quarterly
Rural Sociology
Science
Social Psychiatry
Social Forces
Sociology
Sociology and Social Research
Sociometry
Special Libraries
Traffic Quarterly
Transportation Research
Unesco Bulletin for Libraries
WHO Chronicle



APPENDIX 11b.

Subject analysis ofaxISSstitles on ISI Source Publications list

Subject No. %

Psychology 50 40

Sociology 12 10

Public Health and Social Medicine 9 7

Statistics 6 5

Information Science 6 5

Economics 6 5

Anthropology 5 4

Others 21 16

TOTAL 115



APPENDIX 11c

Source journals by subject covered by SCI 1970

Subject No. of % of Total No. of % of Total
]ouinla s* ofICI oruTila s

Behavioural Science 17 0.78 4 0.18

Education 21 0.96 13 0.59

Geography 5 0.23 2 0.09

Libroiry Sci 33 1.60 26 1.19

Linguistics 4 0.27 4 0.18

Management 11 0.50 11 0.50

Psychiatry 21 0.96 12 0.55

-Psychology 91 4.15 65 2.97

Soc. -Sci 14 0.64 9 0.41

Statistics 18 0.82 3 0.14.

TOTALS 10.9 149 6.80

* Journals in subjects not mutually exclusive

Journals in subjects are exclusive

0



Journals overlapping subjects

Behavioural Science 9 psychology, 1 linguistics, 2 zoology, 1 medicine.

Education 5 psychology, 1 chemistry, 1 medicine, 1 electrical and
electronic engineering.

Geography 2 geology, 1 geoscience/earth science.

Library Science 1 medicine, 4 electrical and electronic engineering,
1 linguistics and electrical and electronic engineering,
1 chemistry, 1 optics.

Linguistics 1 behavioural science, 1 library science.

Managetner* None.

Psychiatry 8 psychdogy, 1 physiology

Psychology 8 psychiahy, 9 behavioural sci., 4 education,
1 educ:ation and social science, 1 social science,
2 physiology, 1 statistics.

Social Science lliology, 1 psychology, 2 education, 1 psychology and
education.

Statistics 14 mathematics, 1 psychology.

Summary of overlap figures

35 ja...rnals Overlap with non-social science subjects

51 journals overlap with social science subjects

1 journal overlaps both science and social science subjects.



APPENDIX 12

Random sample of titles from CLOSSS

Agricultural Education Magazine
Archivnf easopis
Asia Pacific Record -

`Colorado University Studies. Series in Sociology
Allgemeines Statistisches Archiv
NAAS Quarterly Review
Population Studies
UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries
Archiv f(r Offentliche und Freigemein Wirtschaftliche Unternehmen
Recall
Rural Sociology
Land and Liberty
Journal of theloyal Statistical Society.Series B
College and Research Libraries
Human Relations
ConsornmatiOn-
Transactions of the Historic SOciety of Lancashire and Cheshire

'ArchitektUra
Afraiian Markets
Newcomen Society for the Study of the History of Engineering and Technology,Transactions
Rivista Storica Italian
American SociolOgical Review
Philippine Social Science Review
General Linguistics
Archaeologiai Ertesito
Boletin de Estudios Economicos
Balkan Review
Trimestre Economico
Public Administration Review
Italian Studies
Irish Geography

Progress in Geography
Tokyo Municipal News
Alaska Review of BUsiness and Economia Conditions
Yorkshire Bulletin of Economic and Social Research
Journal of the Language Teaching Association of Eastern Africa
Review of Social Economy
Journal Of:Social Issues
Foundations of Language
Maternal and Chiles Care
Labour Organiser
ArriVe
Analele Universitaii kicorettlierta=Stlinte'SOCIale 4ilologht
Analysis of Current Developments in the Soviet Union
Soviet Geography
SmokelesS



2.

Growing Point
Taxation
Acta Psychiatric° et Neurologica Scandinavica
Review of Economic Studies
Linguistic Enquiry
Liberal Education
Employment and Productivity-Gazette
Journal of the Institutes of Education of the Universities of Newcastle upon Tyne and Durham
Journal of Experimental Research in Personality
American Vocational Journal
Journal of Clinical Psychology
Problem! della Sicurezza Socials
Advances in Communications Systems Theory and Applications
Bulletimde I 'Institut International d'Administration Publique
SUriey of Current Business
Agrarwirtschaft
Aconcagua
Architecture West Midlands
Weit African -JOurnal of Education
InternatiOnal Journal of Ad Ult-and Youth-Education
Adolescence
Activist =
Music in Edutatien
Royal :-Society- for-the Promotion Of HealthiJournat
Human-Development
Operational Research Quarterly
AngloSoviet Journal
National-_,Institute of Industrial Psychology Aulletin
Arab Views
Filosofska -Mis Ul
Head Teacher Review
British= of Sociology
American- Journal of Correction
Administrative Science Quarterly
Bulletin-du Centre Europien -de la Culture
International Journal-of-American Linguistics
Ansea Can_Federationist
TIN:Chaff _VOOr Econamische- en SocialerGeografie
Journal'of- English as a Second Language_,
Neuron-SpraChen
Frarisisisa- Moderns
Itiviita4i Drift° del Lavoro
Africar(Saiintist
Atiglohliirviegiati trade .11:16raal
Roue 4.-_-Phaivrtlaue Applique.
JournalOf:PsyChosomatic Research
AlmiMeiriNiderlands TINsChaft voor Wij rtaen Psychologie
Geograiihical- Analysis e s

Library
Southarn-EcOrsamic Journal
Absatii-,irtichaft
CabieriFerclinand _de S_ oussure
Eastamlibrariaa
ScOttisir--4aiwrial of Political Economy



APPENDIX 13

Core Journals identified by Social Science Librarians (arranged by subject)

GEOGRAPHY

Geographical Journal
Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers
Scottish Geographical Magazine
Geography
Economic Geography
Geographical Review
Tijdschrift voor Economische en Sociale Geografie
Geografiska Anna ler

EDUCATION

British Journal of Educational Psychology
British Journal of Educational Studies-,
Britiih-JOurnar,of 'Ed UcatiOnal Technology
Child_ Development

Educational Review
Harvard Eduiational Review
International Review of _Educational
Journal of Curriculum Studies
Trends in Education

HISTORY

English Historical Review
Bulletin of the Institute of Historical Research
Economic History Review
Past and Present
Historical Journal
History
Journal of British Studies

ECONOMICS

American Economic Review
Economica
-Lloyds Bank Review
-Review of Economics and Statistics
_Econornist

Economic Trends
DEP Gazette
British Tax -Review



Cn 2.

POLITICS

Political Quarterly
Political Studies

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

American Journal of International Law
Foreign Affairs
International Affairs
International Journal
International Organisation
Orbis
World Today
Far Eastern Economic Review
West Africa
U.S. = News and World Reports

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Public Administration
Parliamentary Affairs
Public Administration Review
Municipal Journal
Local Government Chronicle
Local Government Finance
Municipal &Mew
Rural= District Review
0 & M Bulletin
PAC Bulletin

PLANNING

Planning
Environment and Planning
Town and Country Planning
Town" Planning _Institute Journal
Anierican Institute of Planners Journal
Town Planning itsiview
Urban Studies

GENERAL

NO/ Society
New Statesman
Spectator



3.

PSYCHOLOGY

Behavioral Science
Brit. J. Psychology
Genetic Psychol. Monogr.
J. General Psychology
J. Personality
J. Abnormal Psychology
J. Personality & Soc. Psychol.
J. Psychology

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

Brit. J. Soc. & Clin. Psychol.
J. Social Issues
J. Social Psychology
Sociometry

CHILD PSYCHOL. AND PSYCHIATRY

Child Development
Developmental Psychology
J. Amer: Acad. Child Psychiat.
J. Child Psychol. & Psychiat.
Merrill-Palmer Quart.

PSYCHIATRY

Amer. J. Orthopsychiatry
Amer. J. Psychiatry
Amer. J. Psychotherapy
Arch. G_ eneral Psychiatry
Brit. J. Medical Psychol.
Brit. J. Psychiatry
J. Nervous & Mental Disease
Psychiatric Quart.
Psychiatry

PSYCHOANALYSIS

Int. J. Psychoanalysis
J. Amer. Psychoanal. Assoc.
Psychoanalytic Quart.



OCCUPATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Admin. Science Quart.
J. Applied Behay. Science
J. Applied Psychology
Occupational Psychology
Personnel Psychology

SOCIOLOGY

Amer. J. Sociology
Amer. Sociological Review
Brit. J. Sociology
Social Forces
Social Problems
Sociological Review
Sociology

SOCIAL WORK

Brit. J. Social Work
Social Casework
Social Service Review
Social Work (NY)
Social WorIc Today

GENERAL AND NOT CLASSIFIED

Family Process
.Human Organisation
Human Development
Human Relation
Social Science and Medicine
Social Science_Information

0

4.



APPENDIX 14

Supplementary List of Journal titles for Easter 1972, drawn from
Appendix 13 and Dews (1969)

EDUCATION

British Journal of Educational Psychology
British Journal of Educational Technology
Educational Research
Journal -of Curriculum Studies
Trends in Education

GEOGRAPHY

Geographical Journal
Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers
Geography
Geographical Review -

Tildschrift voor Economische en Sociale GeograRe
Economic Geography

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Public Administration
-Parliamentary Affairs
Municipal Journal
Rural District Review
0 & M Bulletin

PSYCHOANALYSIS

International Journal of Psychoanalysis
Journal of the American Psychoanalytical Association

SOCIAL WORK

British Journal of Social Work
Social Service Review
Social Work (USA)



2.

MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS STUDIES

Ergonomics
Management Today
Personnel
Harvard Business Review
Journal of Business
Journal of Marketing Research



APPENDIX 15

Foreign Language Titles

Allgemeines Statistisches Archly

Anna les: economies, while's, civilisations

*Annals: de Giographie

Archives europriennes de sociologic

Bulletin de l'Iretitut international de statistique

Cahiers internationaux de sociologic

*Economia internazionale

Economic appliquie

*Etudes et conioncture

*Finara-Archiv

*IColner Zeitschrlft far Sozio logie

*ICormnunist (Russian)
.

*Kyklos

Planavo* Khoziaistvo

*Raumforschung und Raumordnung

*Revue fran9aise de science politique

*Revue fran9aise de sociologic

Schmollen Jahrbuch

Tiers Monde

*Voprosy ekonorniki

*Wirtscha Ft und Statistik

.

*Journal used as source.



APPENDIX 16

Summa ly of citation data collected Easter 1972

Ranked list: the first 50 most frequently cited journals from pilot study
list (Appendix 6a)

Random list: 50 journals selected at random from CLOSSS (Appendix 12)

Extra titles: supplementation of the ranked list to include subjects
otherwise inadequately represented (Appendix 13)

Libraries used: Senate House, London University (S.11.)
Iretitute of Education, London University (Inst.Ed.)
Ladbtake House, Polytechnic-of North London (Ladbroke)
London School of Economics (LSE)
Tavistock Joint Library Centre (Tavistock)
Language Teaching Library (L.T.L.)
Royal Geographical Society (R.G.S.)
National Lending Library (N.L.L.)
Essex Road, Polytechnic of North London (Essex Rd.)

C all citations for 1970 (or rarely 1969) collected

(C) = more than 500 citations for 1970 (or rarely 1969) collected

on ISI source tapes in 1971

Total citations collected Easter 1972: approximately 25,000



Random List

Journal Title

1 Growing point

2 Taxation
3 Acta Psychiatro it neurol.

scandinavica
4 Rev. of economic studies
5 Linguistic enquiry-
6 Liberal education
7 Emplc yew* & prod. gas.
8 J. hits. of Ed. of Univs. of Durham
9 J. Exp. Res. In Persona'.
10 Am. vocalic)! J.
11 J. clinical psychol.
12 Problem' della sicumsza social,
13 Advances-in communications systems

theory & applications
14 Bullatin de l'iretitut inter. d'administration

PublitPx
15_ Survey ofcurrent-brolewss _

16 Agrorwirtechaft
17 Aconcagua
18 Architecture West Midlands
19 West African J. of education
20 Int. J. of adult & youth education
21 Adolescence
22 Activist
23 WIC in Education
24 Royal Soc.for the promotion of

health J.
25 Human dovolopment
26 Operational Res. Q.
27 Anglo4oviet J.
28 Occup. psychology

'29
s
Arab views

30 Filosofska Misul
31 Head teacher review
32 Mt. J.- Sociol .
33 Am. j._ of correction
34 Admin. Sol. Q.

35 Bull. do centre Europ. de la culture
36 int. J. of Am. linguistics
37 Am. Federationist
38 Tildschrift voor economisdro in

socials goograflo
39 J. of Eng. as 2nd long.
40 Neuron Sprachen

done

C

C

C
C
C

Library nft Approx.no.
citations

On
151

C

(C)

C

Ladbroke

Ladbroko
L.T.L.
S.H.
Ladbroko
Inst. Ed.

N.L.L.
N.L.L. ?
L. T. L.

Tavistock

Irst.Ed.

C Tavistock
Ladbroko

C S.H.
C Ladbrolco

N.L.L.

C

C

Ladbroko

Ladbrolco

N.L.L.?
L.T.L.

L.T.L.

Book revieva
only
0

on ranked list
(25th)

?sonar done -
P308

0

0

390
100

0
12

260

585

16

500

0
325

1



Random list (cont.)

I
41
42

Francais modern,
Rivista di chino del lavoro

C 270

43 African scientist N.L.L.
44 Anglo- Norwegian Trade J. N.L.L.
45
46

Rev. do phonitique qipliquin
J. psychosomatic res. i

47 Algorneernederiands Tileitchrift voor
wilsbegoorte on pscho'.

48 Geographical analysis. C R.G.S. 530
49 Library fronds C Essex lid. 450
50 Southern economic J. C LSE 320
51 Absatzwirtschaft N.L.L.
52 Wilms fordinand do museum C L.T.L. 133
53 Eastern librarian Essex Rd.
54 Scottish J. of polit.econ. June & Nov.

U



Ranked List.

Journal Title done Library
Approx. no.

Comments
citations

On
151

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12

13

14
15

16
17
18

19
20
21

22

23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31-

32.
33

34
35
36
37
38

American sociological review (C) Ladbroke 650
J. of experimental psychology (C) Ladbroke p390(exc) 780 1

Economic J. C Ladbroke 550
Z. far psychologie
Psychological review Ladbroke
Review of economic studies C Ladbroke 650
Am. J. of psychology 1

Psychological bulletin (C) Ladbroke 1970. Vol. 73. 850
p989 - article
finished + p238 -
article finished.
Vol. 74. p81

Am. J. of soc;ology C Ladbroke 780
J. of political economy C LSE 1100
Social forces C Ladbroke 640
Am. eeonomic review C LSE 1420
Q.J. of experimental psychol.
J. c; comp. & physiol. psychol.
Econometrica
J. of abnormal psycho,. Ladbroke
J. of social psycho,.
Economie appliquie
J. of personality
Economica C LSE 450
J.of the Royal Stats. Soc.

series A C Ladbroke I 360 1

Africa S.H.

C Ladbroke 730
C LSE 520

(C) Ladbroke 580
C Ladbroke 390

(C) L.T.L. 950 1

C LSE 680

Ladbroke

Review of economics & stats.
Revue d'iconomie politique
Admin.- science Q.
B.J. of Criminology
J. of verbal learning & verbal

behaviour
Q.J. of economics
Psychol. arbeiten
Public opinion Q.
Am. J. of orthopsychiatry
Arch. far psychologie
Cana J. of economics &

political science
Child development
Human organisation
J., consulting & clinical psychology
J. of genetic psycho,.
Psychonomie science

Incomplete - 100
done. Last part of
Vol .40 not there

C

C

LSE

Ladbroke

500

390



39
40
41
4'
43
44

45
46

47
48

Am. antiquity
Am. psychologist
Am. political science rev.
Can. J. psychol.
China digest
Int. J. social psychiat.

J. of psychology
Manchester school of economic &

social studies
Monthly labor review
Psychiatry

Psychol. monographs
Z. experiment. and angewandte

psychol.

(C)

C

I

S.H.
Ladbroke
Ladbroke

Tavistock Not finished - 450
done p287 cit .13

1040

280

I

I

I

I

6



Extra Titles

Journal title done Library Comments
Approx
no.

citations

On
ISI

1 Brit. J. of Educational Psycho!. I
2 Brit. J. of Educational Technol . C Inst.Ed. 260
3 Educational Research (C) ?Ladbroke done to r.h. col.

p.193 520
4 J. of Curriculum Studies C L.T.L. 150
5 Trends in Education C Inst.Ed. 23
6 Geographical Journal I
7 Trans. of Inst. of British Geographers C S.H. 650
8 Geography C S.H. 430
9 Geographical Review
10 Tijdschrift voor Economische

en Sociale Geog.
C S.H. 430

11 Economic geography (C) S.H. Being done. 560 tits.
done 560

12 Public Administration C S. H. 359
13 Parliamentary Affairs C Ladbroke 330
14 Municipal J.
15 Rural District Rev.
16 0 & M Bulletin C Ladbroke 32
17 Inter. J. Psychoanalysis C S.H. 702 I
18 (British J.)Social work (GB) C Ladbroke Now:British J. of

social work = Social
work (GB + Br.J.
psychiatric S.W.)

195

19 Social service review C Tavistock 800
20 Social work (USA) S.H.
21 Ergonomics S.H. Up to & inc. p265 done

(420 cs) I
22 Management today C Ladbroke 0
23 Personnel I
24 Harvard business Rev. C Ladbroke 360 I
25 J. of business C LSE 360
26 J. of marketing Research



APPENDIX 16 (continued)

Summary of citations collected from journals covered b 151 source tapes

In the main citation study priority was given to the collection of data from the

source journals not covered by 151 source tapes in 1971. However, some citations were

taken from journals covered by 151 tapes; a summary of the number of citations collected is

given below. This data will not duplicate the data available from the 151 source tapes

because it was collected from journals published in 1970 whereas the ISI data is for the

third quarter of 1971.

Journal title Code

Acia.Psychiatrica Scandinavica
American Anthropologist
Am. J. Orthopsychiatry
Am. J. Psychology
Am. J. Sociology
Am. Psychologist
Am. Sociological Review
British J. Educational Psychology
British J. of Psychiatry
Canadian J. Psychology
Child Development
Econometrica
Ergonomics
Geographical J.
Harvara Business Review
Human Deveicrutnt
International J. Psycklenalysis
J. Abnormal Psychology
J. Clinical Psychology
J. Comparative & Physiological Psychology
J. Consulting & Clinical Psychology
J. Experimental Psychology
J. Genetic Psychology
J. Personality
J. Psychology
J. Psychosomatic Research
J. Royal Statistical Soc. Series A
J. Social Psychology
J. Verbal Learning and Verbal Bohm:flour
Operational Research Q
Personnel

Psychiatry,
Psychological Bulletin

Collected
by PNL

No. of
citations

ACT PSYC SC
AM ANTHROP
AM J ORTHOP
AM J PSYCHO
AM J SOCIOL YES 800*
AM PSYCHOL
AM SOCIOL R YES 600
BR J ED PSY
BR J PSYCHI
CAN J PSYCH
CHILD DEV
ECONOMETRIC
ERGONOMICS YES 400
GEOGR J
HARV BUS RE YES 360*
HUMAN DEV YES 500*
INT J PSYCH YES 650*
J ABN PSYCH
J CLIN PSYCH
J COM PHYSL
J CONS CLIN
J EXP PSYCH YES 750
J GENET PSY
J PERSONAL
J PSYCHOL
J PSYCHOSOM
J ROY STA A YES 300*
J SOC PSYCH
J VERB LEAR YES 900
OPERAT R Q
PERSONNEL

PSYCHIATRY

PSYCHOL B YES 800



Psychological Review
Psychonomic Science
Public Opinion Q
Q.J. Experimental Psychology
Social Forces

* Data collection completed.

;

PSYCHOL R
PSYCHON SCI
PUBL OPIN Q

J EXP PSY
SOCIAL FORC YES



APPENDIX 17

List of DISISS Working Papers

No. 1 Comparison of results of science user studies with "Investigation
into Information Requirements of the Social Sciences". July 1971.

No. 2 A machine readable data base of social science serials.
November 1971.

No. 3 The relationship between primary and secondary literature in
the social sciences: a study of secondary literature in
criminology. June 1972.

No. 4 Characteristics of citations in social science monographs.
June 1972.

No. 5 Citation patterns in the social sciences: results of pilot
citation study and selection of source journals for main
citation study. October 1972.

No. 6 Preliminary work on identifying networks of journal articles
and authors in selected areas of the social sciences.
December 1972.

No. 7

No. 8

Size of monograph literature in social science (in preparation).

CLOSSS: a machine readable data base of social science serials:
progress report 1971-1972. December 1972.

No. 9 Monograph titles cited in social science journal articles.
January 1973.

No. 10 The relationship of frequency of citation to use and value
(in preparation).
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